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CCJ has jurisdiction to hear elections’ case
Court throws out Lowenfield report invalidating 115,000 votes
Georgetown – The Caribbean Court of Justice ruled today that the Guyana Court of Appeal lacked jurisdiction to
adjudicate on the case brought before it by APNU+AFC supporter, Eslyn David against GECOM. Also, the CCJ threw out
the flawed elections’ report submitted to GECOM by its Chief
Elections Officer, Keith Lowenfield.
In its ruling this afternoon, CCJ’s President Justice Adrian
Saunders said the case filed by the PPP/Civic’s Presidential
candidate Irfaan Ali and General Secretary Bharrat Jagdeo
had succeeded. Ali and Jagdeo
challenged the ruling by Guyana’s Court of Appeal, which
was filed by David, where it assumed jurisdiction and ruled
that “more votes cast” in the
Guyana Constitution means
“more valid votes cast”.
The PPP/C challenged the
decision, contending that the
Justice Adrian
Appeal Court’s pronounceSaunders
ments “plunged the law in to-

www.omesh.com

tal confusion and it is now no longer clear how an election
of members of the National Assembly is to be challenged and
how the election of the President can be challenged”.
Justice Adrian Saunders said the CCJ’s decision was unanimous, and declared the Court of Appeal had issued a judgment outside of Article 177 (4). The Appeal Court essentially
embarked on an exercise to interpret Order 60 of 2020, and not
Article 177 (4) of the Constitution, he said.
According to the Court of Appeal’s judgement on June 22, it
ruled that the Constitutional phrase “more votes are cast” can
be interpreted as “more valid votes are cast”. What the Appeal
Court did was essentially insert the word “valid” in Article 177
(2) (b) of the Constitution.

This interpretation of what is not written into Guyana’s
Constitution was presented by Appeal Court Judge, Justice
Dawn Gregory, and High Court Judge, Justice Brassington
Reynolds. Appeal Court Judge, Justice Rishi Persaud, found
the Court did not have the jurisdiction to entertain the case.
The “flawed” judgement passed with a 2:1 vote.
In its ruling, the CCJ threw out the Guyana Appeal Court’s
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See Page 9: CCJ concerned

Suriname forming new govt
Paramaribo, Suriname – Coalition partners in Suriname
this week named former justice minister Chandrikapersad
Santokhi, and former rebel leader Ronnie Brunswijk, for the
positions of president and vice-president respectively, following this country’s May 25 general elections.
Santokhi, 61, leads the Progressive Reform Party, while
Brunswijk, 59, heads the General Liberation and Development
Party. Both men are seeking to
replace President Desi Bouterse’s
governing team, with the elections scheduled for next week.
The VHP and ABOP are part
of the new governing coalition
that includes the National Party
of Suriname, and the Pertjajah
Luhur. Together, the coalition
controls 33 of the 51 seats in SuChan Santokhi
riname’s parliament.
The declaration of winners saw Bouterse’s National Democratic Party losing its parliamentary majority. However, the coalition does not have the 34 seats required to ensure the victory
for Santokhi and Brunswijk to acquire their new governmental
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APNU+AFC: Old dogs cannot learn new tricks
verbatim excerpt from my article in this newspaper on May
By Dwarka Lakhan
ld dogs can’t learn new tricks. But wait. They can
6: “And I daresay that when the recount process eventuperform the same old tricks over and over again. So
ally takes place and the incumbent government is deemed
if you’re in the mindset that old dogs will change
to lose, there will be new challenges to the legality of the
and adapt to new realities, good luck.
recount, extending the current government’s life in office.
That’s the irony in Guyana
“On the other hand, the
where the winner of the country’s
probability of the process being
PAGE 1 COMMENTARY
March 2, 2020 elections is still to
questionable is high with the
be declared, even after an official,
potential for the ballot boxes
supervised recount determined that the APNU+AFC coalibeing compromised not out of the question. As well, the
tion lost. Yet the coalition has chosen to hang on to power.
transparency of the process could also raise questions, which
You’ve got to remember that it took 24 long years to get
could lead to a new set of challenges, from whichever party
rid of the “old dog” PNC (now APNU) even though the party loses the elections.
is believed to have never won an election. And there is an
“But what is even more ironic is that while the courts
abundance of evidence that shows where the country’s 1968,
have been used as pawns to determine power in Guyana ever
1973, 1980 and 1985 elections were all rigged in favour of the
since the coalition APNU+AFC government was defeated
PNC.
in a no-confidence motion almost 17 months ago, there has
It is also widely believed that the 2015 elections which
been scant regard for the decisions of the courts.
saw APNU+AFC regain power was rigged, but the PPP/C
“Therefore, regardless of the decisions of any court, the
quietly accepted defeat, without a struggle. Now, though the
government in true dictatorial fashion could choose to disrecoalition has lost the 2020 elections, it has illegally chosen to
gard them. Thus, political conditions could end up being the
remain in power against all odds.
same in the country, where democracy has been as fleeting as
But the coalition’s actions are not surprising. Here’s a
See Page 8: Doubtful APNU+AFC
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Say no to pandemic opportuntists sowing discontent
Canada is better than this; it is not the sum total of its worst parts
Commentary
By Jeffrey Reeves

A

s if the daily stresses to Canadians’ lives from COVID-19 were not enough, the pandemic has metastasised
in the country’s public spaces in the shape of virulent
racism against Canadian-Asians and Asians in Canada; racism which, in its most malignant form, has resulted in violence.
While appealing to the better aspects of most Canadians’ nature,
prompting selfless acts of kindness and sacrifice across the country, the pandemic has empowered others to give voice to their
previously silent prejudices.
Their victims? The elderly man. The lone woman. The pedestrian. Their means? A bully’s push. A blindside. A slur shouted
from the window of a moving car. Their ‘agenda’? Here one can
argue, although the underlying thesis is clear enough: COVID
came from China; all ‘Asians,’ ipso facto, are bad.
We, as a nation, should not be surprised. History teaches us
clearly that there will always be those who work to turn a crisis
to their advantage, believing the majority’s distraction provides
them a ‘safe’ moment in time to propagate their hate.
What we must collectively realise, however, is that these few,
these meagre, individuals do not represent us as a society. They
are, rather, pandemic opportunists seeking to sow discontent for
the sake of their own distorted pleasure.
Yet it is not, unfortunately, so simple as this. One thing we’ve
learned from media studies on crisis-time communications is
that fringe ideas, conspiracy theories, and rumours thrive in
times of uncertainty and fear.
Recent domestic polling shows a significant uptick across
Canada of what can only be accurately portrayed as ‘anti-Asian’
sentiment, up to and including the perception among some that
all ‘Asians’ carry COVID-19. The language of racism has further
entered Canada’s political lexicon, with one Conservative MP
calling the nation’s top public health official’s patriotism into
question because of her Chinese ethnicity.
APF Canada is proud to be a signatory to a Business Council
of British Columbia statement denouncing the recent rise in racist attacks in BC, a document signed by more than 200 business,
community, cultural, and faith leaders condemning these deplorable incidents, and standing up for diversity and inclusion.
While Canada is not yet at the ‘ask China’-level of Asian-directed racism one sees in US politics, is this where we are heading? We, at the Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada, don’t believe
so. And neither do the findings from several relevant polls on
Canadian’s views of Asians and/or Asia indicate this current
moment in time is representative of Canadian-Asia relations in
their entirety.
In 2017 and 2019, APF Canada conducted two nationwide
polls on Canadian views of Asia, one targeting young Canadians and the other Canadian views on Asian immigration. Far
from identifying structural, anti-Asian racism across the country, both polls showed clear acceptance of and desire for more
‘Asian’ involvement in Canada, particularly among the country’s
younger generations.
In the 2017 poll, Canadian Millennial Views on Asia, young
millennials registered a 61 percent favourability rating toward Asia, and expressed interest in learning more about Asia
through in-region study and/or work. In contrast to older Ca-

W

University of British Columbia Faculty of Medicine members take the #DifferentTogether Pledge
nadians, Canadian millennials were more open to engagement ant Governor of British Columbia, and the anti-racism pledge
with Asians from all Asian countries – including China – and and video she has released featuring all parties represented in
were clear they differentiated between Asian peoples and their the B.C. Legislature encouraging everyone across the province
respective systems of government. This point is important, as to participate. Join us in celebrating the diversity that gives us
Canadian millennials expressed a desire to engage with China, an advantage in a rapidly changing world: Take the #Differenteven while disagreeing with the country’s political ‘values’.
Together pledge.
Notably, Canadian millennials registered a similar level of
As we look at the current environment and wonder whethdissatisfaction with the US government as with the Chinese er Canada is becoming less hospitable to Canadian-Asians or
state, arguing the former was ‘dysfunctional’ while the latter was Asians in Canada, it is worth noting that younger demographics
‘authoritarian’.
favour more robust Canada-Asian ties. As provinces such as BC
In the 2019 poll, Canadian Views on Human Capital from are now including more modules on Asian history, Asian culAsia, 53 percent of Canadian respondents disagreed that the ture, and Asians’ contributions to Canada’s development at the
costs of Asian immigration outweighed the benefits, and more primary and secondary school levels, it is likely such favourable
than 62 percent stated they were open to more immigration trends will continue.
from Asian states including the Philippines, South Korea, and
Second, Canadians, by and large, remain open – indeed eaJapan.
ger – for more Asian immigration to Canada, particularly when
Notably, only 61 percent of respondents favoured more im- Asian immigration supports the country’s STEM-related indusmigration from the US. Overall, respondents were particularly tries. Indeed, with respect to some Asian states, Canadian supsupportive of Asian immigrants, as they perceived them to be port for immigration from Asia is greater than support for USstrong in STEM (science, technology, engineering and math- originating immigration. Again, the trend lines point to closer
ematics) skills. This finding accorded closely with the 2017 poll, Canada-Asia ties and a deeper understanding among the Canawhere Canadian respondents stereotyped Asians as ‘hardwork- dian population of the importance of such ties.
ing’.
Third, Canadians remain open to engagement with China,
Within both surveys, China admittedly stood out as an Asian even when they clearly understand the difficulties around Can‘outlier’, albeit not to the extent that one might expect, given the ada-China relations and disagree with the country’s political
country’s negative media coverage. In the 2017 poll, Canadian values. While some contemporary polls suggest this perception
millennials registered more positive views of China, and argued may have changed, it is worth remembering that Canada is in a
for closer engagement with the country, even while clearly stat- moment of crisis, and that ‘blame China’ has become a well-pubing that China didn’t share Canada’s values.
licised meme for many governments seeking to deflect blame.
In the 2019 poll, 48 percent of respondents argued for continDoes this excuse the growing anti-Asian racism we see across
ual Chinese immigration to Canada. To put this percentage into Canada? Absolutely not. It does, however, provided much needcontext, the Asia Pacific Foundation conducted this poll seven ed context to the country’s real sense of self. Canada has not bemonths after the Chinese government detained Michael Spavor come a hostile place for Asians, despite the foul actions of the
and Michael Kovrig.
few. Canada is not the sum total of its worst parts. Canada is
What can we learn from these national-level data points on better than this.
Canadian views of Asia? First, younger generation Canadians
(Dr. Jeffrey Reeves is Vice-President of Research for the Asia
are far less likely than older generations to have a negative view
Pacific Foundation of Canada.)
of Asia, including China. Indeed, younger Canadians look to the
Asian region as a source of prosperity, education, and innovation while at the same time holding more critical views of the
US.
APF Canada stands behind the Hon. Janet Austin, Lieuten-
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EDITORIAL & VIEWS

US racism and Guyana

Editorial

Guyana stalled

T

he irony is not lost that as Trinidad and Tobago
grows excited with its August 10 polls, it has been
over four months and Guyana is sadly awaiting declaration of a winner from its March 2 general elections.
In fact, the irony inherent in the four-month delay is
even more distressing, since according to Guyana’s Constitution, general elections were due in early 2019 following
the December 21, 2018 no-confidence vote that saw the
APNU+AFC government fall from power.
However, as we know only too well, the APNU+AFC
coalition issued nuisance challenges through the courts,
effectively stalling general elections until March 2. Now,
following the polls, the APNU+AFC coalition continues to
deploy delaying tactics to postpone declaration of a winner.
Meanwhile, it is a busy time for electoral life throughout
the Caribbean. Elections are either taking place this year, or
in 2021, in St Vincent and the Grenadines, Belize, St Kitts
and Nevis, and Trinidad and Tobago.
Presidential elections were completed last weekend in
the Dominican Republic, with the results indicating that
opposition candidate, Luis Abinader, as the emergent winner. In the best of electoral traditions, the two main rivals
immediately conceded defeat, with the outgoing president
congratulating Abinader on his victory.
Elections also took place in Suriname on May 25. The results saw former police commissioner and justice minister
Chan Santokhi, leader of the main opposition Progressive
Reform Party, elected as this country’s president.
Santokhi defeated President Desi Bouterse after a decade
in power. Bouterse’s loss was confirmed by Suriname’s Independent Electoral Bureau following a three-week delay
to verify the vote. The final result was held up after both the
government and opposition cited irregularities that triggered vote recounts in some districts.
“The voters expressed their opinion on May 25, 2020;
and, therefore, the Independent Electoral Bureau should respect the consequences of democracy,” bureau chairwoman
Jennifer van Dijk-Silos said.
On June 6, the Federation of St Kitts and Nevis held its
general elections that resulted in another landslide victory
for Dr Timothy Harris’ Team Unity.
The US Department of State said following the poll: “The
[US] congratulates the people of St Kitts and Nevis on their
free and fair elections, and looks forward to deepening our
partnership with Prime Minister Timothy Harris and his
government.”
It added, “We will continue to work together to promote
security, economic prosperity, and democratic rights for
the citizens of St Kitts and Nevis and people throughout the
Caribbean. St Kitts and Nevis and the [US] are friends and
neighbours with a shared commitment to democratic values and the rule of law.”
Meanwhile, as the rest of the Caribbean moves on, Guyana’s potential remains stalled, its president de facto, the
government an interim one for almost a year and one half,
as the APNU+AFC coalition refuses to give up power.
We note the unmistakeable irony inherent in the US
congratulating the people of St Kitts and Nevis on free and
fair elections, with Guyana being the recipient of a warning
from US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo.
Earlier this month, Pompeo revealed he instructed his
State Department to have all those who undermine Guyana’s democracy held accountable. At the time, he was congratulating Suriname on its peaceful transition of power.
However, he then turned to Guyana, stating ominously:
“In contrast, it has now been four months since Guyana’s
elections… it is long past due for a peaceful transition of
power. Caricom and the OAS have certified the recount
results. They should get on with it. I have instructed my
Department to ensure that those who undermine Guyana’s
democracy are held accountable”.
The APNU+AFC has brought Guyana into a precarious
place that could soon see the nation burdened with pariah
status. It is a hazardous place to be stalled; not with so much
potential ahead for Guyana’s future, its reconstruction, and
for its recovery.
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(Final of 3 Parts on US Racism)
he 13th US Constitutional Amendment, ratified in 1865,
says: “Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as
a punishment for crime whereof the party shall have been
duly convicted, shall exist within the United States...” That exception (my emphasis) caused untold grief later as southern states
enacted “Black Code” laws (Jim Crow), to restrict the activities,
movements, civil rights, and freedoms of freed
Blacks, and criminalise even petty human errors.
Numerous Blacks were jailed thereafter, creating a
pool of legal free labour for employers.
The code cancelled voting rights, restricted
homesites, travel, encouraged child labour, rejected
complaints against whites, and ignored Black Christianity. Segregation was imposed in absurd detail, for example,
separate textbooks for Black and White students; different Bibles
for each for swearing! Even Ohio’s Senator Thurman championed
segregation, widely practised in housing, schools, banks, the army,
and strictly enforced by an all-white Police Force, mostly confederate veterans, whose abuse of Blacks was rarely questioned. Police
were exempt or shielded from several laws that touched on due
process, for example, cross-examination in courts; loss of salary if
suspended. Some even joined the KKK from its start in 1865.
For the next century, this neo-slavery earned revenue for States,
profits for employers, and generated prejudices against Blacks,
boosting their imprisonment rate. Perhaps the saddest expression
of this racial animosity was the Tulsa, OK, massacre, June 1, 1921
when a young Black man accidentally touched a white teenaged
elevator operator in that segregated city; enraged Whites stormed
and destroyed the prosperous Black community of Greenwood
and massacred up to 300 people. Blacks retaliated, more intellectually than physically, and through the courts, seeking equal rights
and desegregation; but made slow progress. Ida Wells, Charlotte
Brown and others fought apartheid; the rift was deep; some bridging occurred; attempts were made to create self-sufficient Black
communities, for example, Isaiah Montgomery’s settlement of
Mississippi’s Mound Bayou, which survives today. Other laws diminished or denied rights to Asians and others. President Wilson
even endorsed segregation.
This, and my two previous summaries, give an idea of the extent
of American anti-coloured bias. Jim Crow laws were “abolished”
in 1968, the Army desegregated in 1948, and schools in 1954 after
the famous Brown vs Board of Education case. The 14th (1868)
and 15th (1870), amendments gave protection, and the right to
vote respectively, but impediments persist. Black-baiting has now
met world-wide multi-racial protests under the BLM banner.
Sadly, Blacks must also face the reprehensible behaviour their

T

people display when holding power, and the virulence and irrationality of their spokespeople towards past facts and objective criticism. This will lose them friends quickly.
The notoriety of Black dictators has soured popular feeling:
from the recent past, Sekou Touré, Guinea; Hastings Banda, Malawi; Idi Amin, Uganda; Robert Mugabe, Zimbabwe; currently,
Teodoro Obiang Mbasogo, Equatorial Guinea, and José Eduardo
Dos Santos, Angola, Africa’s two longest-serving
Presidents. More recently Charles Taylor, Liberia;
Idriss Deby of Chad; the Hutu-Tutsi massacres in
Mohan
Ragbeer East Africa; Boko Haram in Nigeria, and many others have attracted adverse comment.
Nearer to us lies Guyana, South America,
known for its late PNC dictator, Forbes Burnham,
colleague of several of those named. There, the Black PNC Government (re-styled APNU/AFC), has been marking time since
losing a vote of confidence more than 18 months ago; it called
an election on March 2, was defeated, refused to accept the result
and has illegally held on to the government since, groping to find
a way to seize power, to control the new oil revenues. Reaching
the ultimate nadir, the Chief Elections Officer, allegedly a PNC
supporter, finally found a ruse to give the APNU/AFC a win: it
declared 115,000 votes invalid, his eureka moment!
There is no love lost between the PNC and the Indian-backed
opposition PPP. In 1962, PNC and UF were heavily involved in destroying by fire Indian-owned businesses in Georgetown; killings
according to a Plan X-13; the massacre and expulsion of Indians
from the town of Wismar (1961-1964), and exiling of hundreds
of thousands during and after Burnham’s dictatorship, 1966-1992,
which trashed the economy. The PPP did retaliate, but feebly.
Most citizens supported APNU/AFC’s promise to investigate
and prosecute wrong-doing; so far it has failed, despite full support of a friendly Police Force and Army. Yet, denunciations continue, and PNC mouthpieces, locally and abroad, slander critics,
one of the most virulent coming from an acolyte in Brooklyn,
NY, who recently castigated Mia Mottley, outgoing Head of Caricom, for her “honest broker” role; he used Hakeem Jefferies, US
Democratic House leader, a known APNU defender, acting solely
by race, his statements revealing an ignorance of Guyanese realities. He will probably be in Biden’s administration, which might
explain APNU/AFC’s stalling to November, as a Democratic
Presidential victory will favour their continuation, just as the CIA
backed Burnham in his election rigging. Until then, APNU/AFC
will tolerate the wrath and condemnation of everyone aware of
the facts, allowing its principals to further enrich themselves with
land grants, and so on – nothing short of theft.
Burnham redivivus!

Making a point, using a needle, of all things

I

wonder what my dear grandmother would have said when
she finally came to understand how Covid-19 is tearing our
world apart.
My guess from appreciation across the decades of her lived
experiences is she would have found difficulty understanding
how an almost-invisible speck could rip through millions of
lives, causing so much pain, heartache, and loss.
I would have explained the coronavirus to her this way, using
for a comparative an instrument she knew only
too well.
Romeo
“Ma, this killer virus is even smaller than the
Kaseram
point of the needle you’re holding between thumb
and forefinger”.
In my days growing up back home, as she grew
older, Ma started experiencing difficulty threading a needle. As
the years went by, she began spending more time trying to get
the thread into its eye; the harder she tried and failed, the more
her temper flared. Ma refused to get the point, stubbornly not
acknowledging her eyesight was deteriorating.
So, she came to know one end of the needle quite well; or at
least had a hazy idea where it was located. Many were the hours
spent with her two eyes narrowed in pitched battle with the needle’s one good, but evasive eye, her efforts unceasing and stubborn, the language escalating with each failed attempt to run the
thread through.
Now were it another time and place, I would have taken her
right away to get those two cloud-filled eyes checked out by a
specialist.
But knowing her fear of doctors, she would have made an unholy fuss to even leave the house. As I generously imagine it now,
I see her high-tailing it to the back, leaping over a row of prolificlaying eggplants in a single bound, disappointing the expectant,
opened-beaked chickens, and blindly parting the overgrowth
with both hands before taking a deep dive into its sea of grass.
Such were her antics of evasion and escape whenever the time
came to leave for a doctor’s appointment. She was as reluctant,
and even growled at times, as a dog did close to bath time.
I suppose it was her fear of needles, a notion put into her
young mind, when perhaps there had been a bad family experience. Now, not a single doctor was to be trusted; not even one

with a PhD in pillow manufacturing. They all gave “bad injections”, she insisted, stabbing a forefinger to warn us away.
It was such that the only needles she trusted during her entire
life were the ones she used for sewing; and even then, she was
stumped, since with her eyesight deteriorating as she grew older,
each attempt became more recurring, frustrating failures, with
an occasional, triumphant “Aha!” tossed in to keep her hope up.
For each successive failure, she would mutter rancorous imprecations under her breath, the least effective
and disarming being, “This so-and-so needle!”
Obviously, whenever she said this, it was a huge
joke, with tittering, and giggling through fingers
held to mouths for the grandchildren around her,
who were growing more literate, the generation
already being lifted up through reading, writing, arithmetic, and
an incipient appreciation for wordplay.
I even tried to explain her unintentional joke one day, that
what she was saying could also mean a “Sew-and-sew” needle.
However, given the trauma over her decaying eyesight, and her
short temper, understandably she did not find it funny.
Instead, with dismissive frustration, she kindly requested I
stop needling her, using her unique and remarkably inventive
invective, telling me to haul the posterior part of my anatomy, of
all things, out of her dimming sight.
But I digress with my wordplay embroidery.
I think Ma would have been stunned, and saddened, to know
this is the world that we have inherited, and which is now darkly
unfolding in our time with exponential, pandemic sadness.
Knowing her as I believe I do, had she foreseen this coming,
she would have tried to deflect its arrival, obviously through
prayer; but most likely, through deployment of one of her main
philosophical weapons for peace and containment, which was
non-interventionist and cautionary.
Ma was a believer in, “A stitch in time”; she would have also
advised, “Stay quiet; and be careful”.
Looking at it now, I think no generation could have been prepared for such a disastrous visitation as we are now experiencing
with this mindless, voracious, and murderous Covid-19 speck.
Hopefully, there will be enough time for stitch to be found to
sew the rift that has now sundered our time.
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National paradigm shift needed to fix Guyana’s ethnic woes
isterial running mate who is a member of the Andaiye would have been greatly appalled at as well as a Caricom-brokered arrangement
‘other’ race as if this is sufficiently necessary to the current level of the coalition’s bold-faced following the violence in the post-1997 general
overcome this dilemma.
attempt at electoral rigging, a fraud far greater elections.
Not only are the two main political parties op- than what transpired under the Burnhamite/
As Jason Calder of the Carter Center, who
erating from different ideoHoyte dictatorship. One observed several elections in Guyana, noted:
logical perspectives, but they
has to seriously question “to be effective, a dialogue must be well deare paying tribute to their
how these problems can be signed, address root causes of conflicts, be
own partisan narratives,
overcome by the current widely inclusive of all stakeholders, and have
where one group’s narrative
political impasse, given the credible facilitators” (Foreign Policy, March 26,
derides that of the other. That
general lack of trust among 2020).
is to say, the “pluralist” argupolitical leaders and supTogether with dialogue and constitutional
ment is supported by those
porters of both sides that change, there ought to be a radical paradigm
who naively believe that raexorcises the need for rec- shift that can move us closer to the notion of
cial/ethnic primordial sentionciliation.
a federal multi-racial nation-state that distribThe racial vitriol on so- utes power to local communities outside of its
ments simply raise their ugly
cial media demonstrates centre in Georgetown (or perhaps a forward
heads during electoral cycles.
how much further we have capital city located in the interior).
Then there are others who
walked backwards away
support the other competThe authors themselves make reference to an
from where we were before important concept which ultimately should be
ing perspective, grounded in
this election.
Marxist class analysis, sugoperationalised as a possible solution. They notThe authors seem to ed: “We need an audit of who has benefited from
gesting that the narrative on
race/ethnicity is a byproduct
avoid the questionable this polarised status quo, and those of us who are
Walter Rodney
pathway towards shared academics must begin to dispassionately collect
of “false consciousness”, and
will eventually wither away. These opposing nar- governance and ignored explanations of how this information to demonstrate the wealth and
ratives add nothing to truth and reconciliation, constitutional changes can transform the racial and gender inequalities that this has proand further solidifies the racial divide.
heightened racial/ethnic sentiments and atti- duced. And we must make this audit public, so
Professors Trotz and Bulkan associated the tudes associated with previous electoral voting that we can clearly see the few who have reaped
problem in Guyana with “a ridiculously bloated patterns. I do sanction, as the authors do, how- the benefits at the expense of a divided populavoters’ list, a winner takes all system, a politi- ever, a call for national dialogue as a necessity tion in post-independence Guyana”.
cised Elections Commission and limited if any to avoid returning to the same problem again.
This type of audit, when applied to an analyconstitutional reform”. They point to the activ- Such a national dialogue will be slow in com- sis of who benefits from the largesse of the
ism of the late Walter Rodney and Andaiye, ing because there is very little room for political State, particularly through an ethnic impact
both of whom laboured to transform the bi- manoeuverings outside of the political space statement, will go a long way towards identifurcated political system. But both Rodney and now occupied by the two main political par- fying who are the beneficiaries of government
ties. National dialogue and reconciliation have policies. This would eliminate the subjective
to be initiated by one of two sources, neither perceptions whether political and economic
of which may contribute to long-term social patronage benefits the traditional supporters of
Dear Editor:
Roots of Guyana became available in 1994, cohesion: the party that controls power, or an the ruling party only, or others.
I compliment Ian McDonald’s article in the which profiled many Guyanese notables in a outside regional/international force. We have
National dialogue, however, will have to wait
Sunday Stabroek on the need to compile a dic- range of disciplines. Profiles of prominent Guy- at least seen elements of the latter, particularly until the next legitimate administration steps
tionary of national biographies – an excellent anese can also be found in other compilations with US/British political interference in Guya- into political office.
proposal and a resource that is badly needed, like C. A. Wood’s Biography of the West Indies, nese politics in the pre-independence period,
Baytoram Ramharack, New York
and long overdue. Almost two years ago, I had UWI Professor Bridget Brereton’s Dictionary of
a letter published in that newsCaribbean Biography (1998), and
paper on a related topic titled
OUP’s Dictionary of Caribbean
CPA, CA, CFA, MBA, FCCA, CPA (CO)
‘Urgent need for biographies of
and Afro-Latin American Biograour hidden heroes.’
phy (2016), to name a few.
A national biography is a
With technological advances,
Chartered Professional Accountant
standard work of reference on
the Internet (the world’s library
notable figures, and represents a
at your fingertips), the Rodney
Chartered Accountant
collection of the lives of people,
National Archives, the Public
Licensed Public Accountant
both living and dead, who have
Library, and the UG Library, all
AUDITS
TAXATION (CANADA & USA): COMPANY INCORPORATION
left their mark. Most countries
it takes is someone with an open
now publish national biograand objective mind, an inter- INDIVIDUALS
phies that provide information
est to profile our hidden heroes,
REVIEWS
- CORPORATIONS
BUSINESS PLANS
about the lives and contriburegardless of political stripe, reIan McDonald
- PARTNERSHIPS
tions made by important people
ligion, sexual orientation, race,
COMPILATION
(NTRs)
- TAX PLANNING
MANAGEMENT ADVISORY
in their society. Such a publication can be both and colour, to step up to the plate, take the lead,
retrospective and current, providing key infor- and start the ball rolling. I will be only willing
BOOKKEEPING
CRA AUDITS
LOANS AND FINANCING:
mation about the contributions made by these to assist.
- BUSINESS
individuals.
My compilation of a BibliogGuyana sorely lacks a reperraphy of Guyana and Guyanese
PAYROLL & WSIB
HST
- EQUIPMENT
toire of biographies of the great
Writers in 2004 with an updatTel: 905-678-6263
E-mail: nandlal@nandlal.ca
6750 Davand Dr, Suite 201
luminaries who have contributed
ed fourth edition in 2015 and a
Cel:
416-579-4276
Website:
www.nandlal.ca
Mississauga, ON L5T 2L8
towards knowledge as a whole in
Foreword by the late Professor
all disciplines, and to our develJan Carew showcased over 3,000
opment as a people in particular.
titles and well over 1,500 authors
This deficiency robs young Guya– an astonishing feat for a small
nese of rich literature that could
country. A second good resource
be inspiring and motivating with
of mine, the Encyclopedia of the
historical knowledge to cherish.
Guyanese Amerindians contains,
Guyanese have excelled treinter alia, some notable figures
Chet Sharma
mendously at the domestic level
who made a tremendous impact
•
Immigration
Law
and at the global stage, and conon Amerindian development.
B.A., B.S.W. (Hons), LL.B
Bridget Brereton
tinue to do so. We read every day
Both of these reference resources
Barrister, Solicitor & Notary Public
• Criminal Law
about how citizens around the world with links can be the backdrop and a source of authorita• Divorce & Family Law
to Guyana continue to impress us with their tive information in compiling a proposed Dicaccomplishments and contributions. It’s the in- tionary of Guyanese National Biography.
• Notarisations, Affidavits
genuity of our intellectual spirit that is at stake
Legacy contributes to pride as a nation. It
• Power of Attorney, Wills
when history is neglected. Every new generation inspires others to do great things. Perhaps what
OFFICE
builds upon that acquired intellectual tradition is needed is a Foundation that would raise and
when history is preserved and made available to manage funds to support research to develop
them.
these profiles of significant contributions by
Biographies of Guyanese notables are scat- Guyanese. Preserving institutional memory of
Emergency:
tered. A serious attempt at such a compilation our notable Guyanese should do justice to their
was done by the poet, essayist, and memoirist genuine contributions.
A. J. Seymour (1914-1989), whose Dictionary
Lal Balkaran
By Appointment Only
of Guyanese Biography came out in 1984. Years
Author and IIA-Guyana Founder
150 Lawson Road, Toronto, ON M1C 2J4
later, Lewiz Alyan’s three-part series Grass
Scarborough, Ontario
Dear Editor:
D. Alissa Trotz and Arif Bulkan in their carefully crafted essay on ‘Guyana’s political tragedy’
(Stabroek News, June 30, 2020) provide a bird’s
eye view of some of the irreversible historical
events leading up to the current national crisis.
They walk a very fine line, and a safe one, by
carefully allocating equal blame to the leadership
of the two main political parties in our Guyana
tragedy. There is much to be had from their essay
if one is to avoid the pitfalls of allocating blame
to one side of the divide, and if one is genuinely
seeking a starting point for a national discussion
of our ethnic dilemmas with the hope of seeking
viable long-term solutions. Unfortunately, as the
authors acknowledge, this will be a challenging
task, one that will fall squarely upon the shoulders of a younger generation of Guyanese, rather
than those who are steeped in their traditional
habits and institutionalised memories.
One central hindrance to the resolution of
our ethnic/racial dilemma remains problematic:
Ideologically, both major parties will not be operating at the same starting point – their leadership have not genuinely attempted to frontally
address the race/ethnic problem, much less acknowledge that their very existence has brought
us to this point of brinkmanship.
There is certainly a greater willingness today
to discuss the anomaly of race relations, but
there is also a continual pretence among the
leadership in both major parties that this issue
is still a public taboo. The height of pretence is
manifested in the pre-selection of a Prime Min-

Guyanese biographical dictionary overdue

Hera Nandlal

NANDLAL

LAW OFFICE

General Practice

416-285-1550
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Lowenfield low-balls, Mingo mangles
Dear Editor:
same person. And he set the system running in
Keith Lowenfield, GECOM’s Chief Elections a circle, chasing and flogging fictitious counterOfficer, says he reports to no one. He alone, un- allegations of dead and migrated voters, which
der his own authority, can determine the results either does not have a shred of evidence to supof an election, and the resulting composition of port them or have been totally disproven.
the Executive and Legislative branches of GuyLowenfield’s magic numbers from his four
ana’s government.
spins of the wheel would conWe need not have had elecfer a range of outcomes from
tions! We have Lowenfield!
an absurd 23-seat majority to a
Think of all the money Guyana
1-seat majority for APNU/AFC.
could have saved, if only we had
This absurdity is an insult to the
asked him who won the eleccognitive capacity of all Guyations before the fact. Now that we
nese. What manner of human
do know, what a blessing to the
being could engage in such blacountry! We must rush to have
tant boldface mockery, and then
“The Lowenfield” patented and
claim fidelity to the law and the
shared all over the democratic
Constitution.
world wherever they wastefully
Then again, this is the same
Keith Lowenfield
practice holding elections. ForLowenfield, expert Operational
get about oil, this magical autonomous resource is Head of GECOM, who advised the Commispriceless. Poof – our trade deficit will disappear; sion that the recount would take 156 days or five
just as poof – 115,000 votes disappeared.
months. Then despite all the obstacles, he engiThere are now six (or possibly seven) results neered to frustrate and set back the recount, it
for the March 2, 2020 election. Two of these was completed in just over a month.
results are virtually identical; one as detailed
Lowenfield may have also posited a seventh
by the original SOP’s in the possession of GE- result for the elections. In his report of June 13,
COM, and the other is the tally
he noted on each of the ten Reof valid votes from the recount
gions: it cannot be ascertained
report submitted to GECOM
that the results for “the district
by Lowenfield himself. The rename” meet the standard of fair
count showed the following vote
and credible election.
totals by party: PPP/C 233,336,
Let us remind ourselves that
APNU/AFC 217,920, Joinders
these words are coming from
5,214, and Other Parties 3,882.
the CEO of GECOM. Put aside
These are the valid results, or
the fact that these elections
the “credible” valid results, if
were run by Lowenfield himyou prefer to call it that. We
self, what in the world is the
will not play the game of splitChief Elections Officer saying.
Clairmont Mingo
ting hairs. At this point, most
“It cannot be ascertained” simGuyanese know that the electoral processes is ply means that it may, or may not be the case.
designed in such a manner, that by definition This seems a deliberate attempt to cause confuonly valid votes are tabulated as such.
sion over whether he is saying all votes cast are
Then we have the four wildly gyrating Lowen- valid or all the votes cast are invalid. I chose to
field crystal ball results that resemble four spins take the former interpretation as the system by
of the wheel of fortune. This may be fine for a default rejects invalid votes, and secondly, ofgame of chance, but bear in mind that Lowen- fering his unsolicited opinions was not what he
field is supposed to be the CEO. His four fraudu- was ordered to do.
lent results encompass a range from disenfranThere are a myriad of other attempts by
chising 275,000 or 60 percent of valid votes cast, Lowenfield to manipulate the results of the electo manufacturing 20,000 votes from thin air tion; some like the attempt to skew the availabilwhile misappropriating 3,000 votes.
ity of polling places came under public scrutiny,
If there is any electoral fraud and jumbie vot- others didn’t. Most of them failed because the
ers which GECOM should address, this is it; robustness of the system, stepped up efforts by
rather than the absurd figments of Lowenfield’s the political parties and monitoring by interimagination. It was the jumbie voters conjured national and local observers and civic-minded
by Clairmont Mingo and Lowenfield that trig- citizens.
gered the recount. And that recount, which
These unsung civic-minded citizens, at the risk
was verified by GECOM staff, and witnessed of their personal safety, gave freely of their time
by CARICOM and other stakeholders, clearly and energy over the past months. They are an
established and exposed the Mingo/Lowenfield inspiration and outstanding example of citizens,
attempted fraud.
who unlike the likes of Lowenfield, have a perHowever, this evidentiary fraud has some- sonal commitment to fairplay, justice, and the law.
how been suspended, or lost in the GECOM
Lowenfield is a grotesque counterpoint to
labyrinth. In this upside-down situation people of this calibre. He must be called to acstraight out of The Twilight Zone, the chief count at the appropriate time.
fraudster and the magistrate are one and the
Ron Cheong, Toronto

Guyana has been placed in an election crisis
Dear Editor:
Many Guyanese are calling for help from
the religious body here and abroad; we are
calling on the Carter Center, OAS, CARICOM, the EU, and whoever can help because
we want an end to the elections process.
Some people are starving due to this pandemic, along with the pressure of the election
process. People are confused and are doing
just about anything to provide for their family
– there are no jobs for some, and therefore, no
money and no food.
Some people are sick and are unable to pay
for private transportation to go to the hospital
and get medication because they are afraid to
travel with public transportation.
We are like Noah in the Ark; we don’t know
where we are going because we don’t have a
rightfully elected government in place.
On March 2, Guyanese went to the polls to
cast our votes.

This was over a hundred days ago and still
we cannot have a President sworn in. The
coalition is fighting to remain in power and
everyday there are new lies.
It is as if they do not care that people are
suffering and how long they have been suffering. The message, it would seem, is quite clear:
the coalition is saying to the people in Guyana
“If they win, they win; and if they lose they
still win”, and no other party can win an election in this country unless they agree to that.
It is clear, this is neither about democracy,
nor the people’s right; it is about the coalition
staying in power.
We, as a nation, must pray for help from
God, if no one else will help us out of this
crisis.
God is fair and just and no weapon that is
formed against truth, fairness and justice shall
prosper.
Merlin Williams via email
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The lure of the cottage

H

ave you ever made a trip up to cottage country with tall trees, clean
air, and pristine lakes? John and May spent a weekend at their
friend’s cottage and impulsively bought their own a few doors down.
Weekends would be fun with fishing, family, fresh air, and friends!
John and May carry good jobs and can afford the luxury of owning a
cottage. Since cottages are considered a second property, the banks require
20 percent down-payment and qualify buyers based on income. John and
May did not budget for utilities, maintenance, property tax, septic tank
cleaning, and garbage dumping fees, or for motor fuel, and the cost of
entertaining friends. Owning a cottage can cost anywhere from $1,000 to
$2,000 every month. The lure of the cottage can be expensive and requires
careful planning.
Rent in the area at different times in the summer before you buy. Boat
traffic, water level, and the social scenery can influence your decision. Get
pre-approved and work out your budget before you purchase. Would it
affect other activities such as your winter vacations? Are you getting your
down-payment from your current home? What would the monthly cost be?
The distance to and from cottage country could be daunting, considering
stop-and-go traffic on a Friday night, and crawling back on Sunday evening. Use a local realtor, or one that owns a cottage in the area.
A good realtor is resourceful and can point you in the right direction
when it comes to issues such as water exclusivity, hunting laws, and road
accessibility, especially in the winter. It is best to buy in early spring, winter,
or late fall when prices are lower. Cottages on the lakefront are more expensive, but when you plan to sell, you will make a handsome profit. If you
are buying a waterfront property, the size of the lake matters. Big lakes fetch
higher prices in comparison to smaller lakes or river cottages. Identify your
primary use before purchase. Is it for family weekends or for retirement?
Easy access to amenities such as grocery and hospital is important if it is for
retirement. Make your purchase subject to financing and inspection.
Choose an inspector who knows cottage country and make sure to be
present at the inspection. Start at the shoreline if it is waterfront. Is the
shoreline deep, rocky, muddy or sandy? Is the water source from the lake,
well, or rain barrels? Lake and well water should be tested for pollutants. Is
the toilet on a septic system or a compost? Where is the well in relation to
the septic? The last thing you want is to discover when you move in that the
sewage is leaching into the well. Check the age of the sewage system and
look for wet spots. It should be away from tree roots as well. Attics should
be checked for bat colonies, pests, and raccoons. Visit the local city hall and
inquire about the by-laws for the area. Just imagine you are casting your
fishing rod and your neighbor stops by to inform you that fishing is illegal
there.
A cottage that is well-maintained will cost a higher price but is worth it
in the long term. You don’t want to spend your weekends with chainsaws
and drills unless you are building your Muskoka chair. Plan your summer
activities ahead and consider renting your cottage out for extra income
when it is empty. A property manager will take between ten to 20 percent
of the income, but it is worth it. A cottage with year-round road accessibility,
winterised, and close to amenities is more favourable by the banks and has
a higher income.
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Doubtful APNU+AFC coalition will give up its hold on power
FROM PAGE 1
the borealis race.”
hile I hate to pat myself on the back for calling the
outcome of the current elections fiasco correctly,
the PPP/C and the people of Guyana cannot ignore
the harsh realities of the pattern of behaviour of the incumbent
caretaker government. It all comes down to the desire of the
coalition to remain in power.
If the initial results of the elections –
though rigged – were accepted a week after
March 2, then the coalition government
would have been declared the winner.
However, following a recount which was
agreed to by President David Granger, which
determined that the coalition had lost, the
elections were deemed to have several improprieties. If you recall, the elections were considered fair by
an international team of observers as well as APNU+AFC.
Now, the outcome of the recounted votes are back in court
for several spurious reasons, with no evidence to support the
claims of APNU+AFC.
It is useful to extrapolate from the lessons learned following the no-confidence vote which displaced the APNU-AFC
coalition government in December 2018. It took more than a
year to get a resolution in the courts to the political challenges
that emerged, allowing the coalition government to remain in
power until now.
Furthermore, the caretaker APNU+AFC coalition government has demonstrated that it does not necessarily have to adhere to any court rulings. Therein lies the real problem. In fact,
the coalition might not respect the widely anticipated decision
of the CCJ on the results of the recount process, and remain in
power, or find new reasons to delay the transfer of power.
Although President David Granger has publicly stated that
he will accept the results of the recount, his actions have definitely shown that his words do not hold water. He has failed to
cede power and has remained deafeningly silent. Moreover, it
is doubtful that his henchmen will willingly cede power to the
PPP/C should it be declared the winner.
In the meantime, APNU/AFC and its supporters have re-

W

sorted to openly criticising the CARICOM leadership respona right to be in power.
sible for the recount, which determined that the PPP/C has
Arguably, although the world has tolerated the actions of
won the elections; called for the non-interference of foreigners
APNU in the past, it is no longer willing to support an illegitiin the affairs of the country; and now contends that the CCJ has mate government overseeing massive amounts of oil wealth.
no jurisdiction on making a decision on the elections outcome.
And that is what supporters of APNU miss. It is no longer
Effectively, the government has resorted to criticising the
about seizing and holding on to power.
very entities that it has turned to for support in the past.
Actually, it is paradoxical that APNU+AFC, which has
All of these events add up to the fact that
avowed democracy, is refusing to uphold democratic principles.
the APNU/AFC coalition is intent on hangIt is equally contradictory that in the midst of promoting racial
ing on to power, just as it
harmony that racial divisiveness is becoming
Dwarka
did illegitimately during
more entrenched.
the 1968-1992 period.
The reality in Guyana is that the quest
Lakhan
In the meantime, a
for power among the two major political
host of foreign governparties – the PPP/C and APNU+AFC – has
ments and institutions,
always superseded the interest of the people.
among them the US, Canada, Britain, the
Regardless of how the two parties have
European Union, Norway, CARICOM, the
presented themselves to the population – as
Organisation of American States, the Carter
multiracial, all-encompassing, inclusive, or
Center, as well and various local and foreign
otherwise – their absolute goal has always
agencies and bodies have urged that the
been to secure power.
results of the recount be accepted.
The people and the future of the country
Yet APNU+AFC
have always been secondary to the
has remained defiant.
ambitions of the leaders of its major
David Granger
As a result, popolitical parties.
litical anarchy now
Effectively, APNU+AFC has a histhreatens to sink the
tory of hijacking power. It therefore becountry to its lowest
lieves it can do it again, using the tricks
level ever. And its
it learned as an old dog. The potential
caretaker governoutcome should the coalition refuse to
ment risks being
give up power could be one of violence
isolated as an illegitiand civil unrest
mate regime and face
At the end of the day, it goes without
sanctions from the international community, putting it in the
saying that the power struggle in Guyana is entrenched in the
same conundrum as its immediate neighbour, Venezuela.
country’s deep racial divide – Indians versus Blacks – which is
At the heart of the current fiasco is the fact that the coalition manifested in support for either party – Blacks for APNU, and
government does not want to give up power at any cost. The
Indians for the PPP/C.
struggle for power in a country that has always been racially
What appears foolish on part of APNU+AFC is that it is
divided is at the core of the crisis. If the Indian-backed PPP/C
turning a deaf ear to threats of sanctions and exclusions within
party wins the elections, this means that the Black-backed
the international community. For now, the future of the counAPNU would have lost. And APNU simply believes that it has
try looks bleak, unless APNU+AFC cedes power to the PPP/C.

... Granger has publicly stated that
he will accept the results of the
recount... [however], his actions
[show] his words hold no water...

Steeped in denial, Granger & APNU+AFC fabricating truth

I

t is now an accepted fact that David Granger has
The pertinent question becomes what drives people like
breached the Constitution of Guyana in his relatively
David Granger to deny the truth that is so open and transshort reign as President, more than any other President.
parent. History is replete with personalities who find ways,
The Caribbean Court of Justice pronounced that Granger
including sophisticated language and the baldest of lies, to
illegally appointed James Patterson as GECOM’s chairman.
deceive themselves and others. They refuse to accept that
Among other infractions, the Court found that he violated
others are telling the truth and that their own words and
Article 106 of the constitution by refusing
actions are wrong. They fabricate their own
to accept his government’s defeat in the
truth through a web of deception.
Tamesh
no-confidence motion. Yet, Granger keeps
Classic cases of denialism are from
denying that he has violated the laws and
Lilmohan those who refused to accept that Earth is
constitution of the country.
spherical and not flat; that the Holocaust
Now he is denying that the people have
and other genocides never happened;
rejected his coalition government at the
that climate change is a myth despite an
ballots cast at the recent general elections. All sources, withabundance of compelling scientific evidence. Denying
out exception, have vouched for the credibility of the elecreality becomes very harmful when individuals’ private
tions. But Granger is denying this truth. He and his cabal are self-deception become public dogma, peddled by people
attempting to undermine the evidence by trying to create
in authority. For example, it is estimated that over 330,000
the suspicion that nothing is what it seems to be. They create South Africans lost their lives because of their then Presian environment of hate and
dent, Thabo Mbeki’s relucsuspicion.
tance to implement national
History is replete with personalities
The recount of the ballots
treatment programs using
provided irrefutable evianti-retroviral
drugs to treat
who find ways, including sophisticated
dence that the incumbent
Aids patients. He denied the
language and the baldest of lies, to deadministration lost the
link between HIV and Aids
election. But they are trying
and doubted the effectiveness
ceive themselves and oth
to discredit the records and
of anti-retroviral drugs.
facts by constantly changing
Deniers of the truth refuse
the narrative with unproven
to examine the facts. They
allegations. The strategy has been to overwhelm their supare wilfully blind to the truth and reality. If only Granger
porters with a constant barrage of untruths. They cast their
and the cabal carry out an honest examination of their time
aspersions far and wide. Anyone that does not buy into the
in office they would understand and accept that the people
lie becomes an enemy to be vilified. They have expanded the have rejected them. The people have made a choice based on
net to include the main opposition party, the other political
the government’s actions and failures that affected them diparties, GECOM and its election agents, CARICOM scrurectly. The reckless closure of four sugar estates, forcing over
tineers who validated the recount of the ballots, Barbados
7,000 workers and their families to the breadline; terminaPrime Minister, Mia Motley and the current chairman of
tion of 1,872 Amerindian Community Service Officers; an
CARICOM, Dr. Ralph Gonsalves, who called for the winner
instant increase of Ministers’ salaries by 50 to 100 percent;
to be declared from the certified recount of the votes cast.
the introduction of over 150 punitive tax measures; failure
Sensing that the Caribbean Court of Justice will rule in
to pay heed to the Auditor General’s Report on wrongdofavour the appeal brought by Bharrat Jagdeo and Irfan Ali,
ings; and turning State authorities, such as SOCU and
Granger and his cabal has orchestrated a campaign to maSARA, into political weapons, are only a few of the considerlign the good name of this august institution. The chant is to ations voters based their decision on to oust the incumbent
decry international interference by the CCJ, the OAS, and
government.
the ABCE diplomatic corps. This desperate move is playing
At a more philosophical level, how do you respond to
the victim’s role.
people like David Granger and the cabal who are indiffer-

ers...
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ent to the wishes of the electorate so long as they reap the
benefits of their venality and greed?
The enlightened would indulge in self-criticism and dwell
on the question of, “Why did I fail?”, and, “Why did we fail
to collectively make Guyana a better place?” This course
of action is impossible for them, given the steepness of
their state of denial. They would continue in their quest to
discredit the mountain of evidence rather than to suppress
their pathological desire to deny the truth. Denialism is an
illness that would need an prolonged period of professional
rehabilitation.
In the meantime, those of us who are at the mercy of
the authoritarian deniers must do what we can to become
informed victims of the deniers. The approach of the main
and other opposition parties, along with the progressive
media houses, have been to debunk every untruth at every
point regardless of how ludicrous or preposterous they are.
My observation is that these ‘guardians of democracy’ have
carried out this exercise in a patient, professional, and civil
manner. They have challenged the untruths calmly, seriously, and respectfully, not angrily and contemptuously unlike
the incumbent.
David Granger ought to take note as a historian that the
effect on the denier is that he is deemed as a falsifier of history and facts, resulting in the rejection of his claim as a historian. Denial of the truth is the cardinal sin of a historian.
State of the Art

Windows & Doors
SAVE MONEY ON YOUR ENERGY BILLS
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CCJ concerned Guyana without a Parliament since 2018
commenting on the December 21, 2018 no-confidence motion,
FROM PAGE 1
controversial insertion of “valid” as consideration of votes for Justice Saunders added Guyana has been without a Parliament
the election of a President. The decision by the Court of Appeal for over a year.
No one could be satisfied with this state of affairs, he declared.
was null, void, and of no effect, he said.
Consequently, Justice Saunders said the submission by Ali Speaking on behalf of the five-member panel constituting the
and Jagdeo had succeeded, and that the CCJ has jurisdiction to CCJ, Justice Saunders said, “Now the law must run its course”.
Following the CCJ’s ruling, de facto President David Granger
hear their case.
insisted there was widespread fraud in the
The CCJ also declared since it has the jugeneral elections. He added the matter will
risdiction to hear the case, then it follows the
now have to be finally decided by GECOM.
court also has the jurisdiction to invalidate the
Granger’s position was yet another power
report submitted by Chief Elections Officer,
play to place Singh under pressure. Singh has
Keith Lowenfield. In that report, Lowenfield
maintained the recount result is what must be
arbitrarily invalidated 115,000 checked and
declared, with the result indicating a win for
verified ballots.
the PPP/C.
Justice Saunders said a modification of the
Following the CCJ ruling, Granger made
definition of a valid vote was not to be done,
the following statement:
as Guyana’s elections laws already define valid
“Our party, our partnership and our Coalivotes as those seen as valid “on the face” of
tion are committed to the rule of law. The CCJ
them, and not rejected or spoilt. Based on this
has not allowed the position that our Court of
premise, Justice Saunders invalidated LowenAppeal has taken but it means that the matter
field’s report.
will now have to go back to the Election ComThe CCJ’s ruling now clears the way for GEmission. So the matter is not closed, it now
COM Chair Justice (Retired) Claudette Singh
has to go back to the Election Commission.
to immediately move for the declaration of
“We all have to be patient. We all went out
the recount result that shows the opposition
Irfaan Ali
on the 2nd of March, March passed, April
PPP/C won the March 2 general elections.
Justice Saunders also communicated his concern, noting the passed, May passed, June passed and now we’re in July. It is the
election process has gone on for too long since March 2. He add- first time this has happened in the history of our country and
ed GECOM must now secure the report from Lowenfield, which it has happened because there are some bad elements out there
was requested on June 16, and which he must now deliver based who tried to manipulate the vote by having votes recorded for
dead people (and) people who had migrated, more votes in a
on the final voter recount and its verified total.
The verified results of the vote recount from 2,339 Statements polling station than they had electors.
“We know all of the faults, our party, our partnership and
of Recount (SORs), show the PPP/C won the March 2, polls with
233,336 votes cast in its favour. APNU+AFC secured 217,920 our coalition has been bringing these complaints of abuses and
votes, with A New and United Guyana, 2,313; Change Guyana, irregularities to the attention of the public and also to the atten1,953; Liberty and Justice Party, 2,657; People’s Republic Party, tion of the court. [The CCJ] has made no coercive orders, that
889; The Citizen’s Initiative, 680; The New Movement, 244; and means they have not given any instructions to what GECOM
is empowered under the laws of Guyana to do. We will have to
the United Republican Party, 360.
Justice Saunders also noted that the CCJ could not be oblivi- assess the situation in which we are in now. The matter will go
ous to all that has transpired in Guyana since 2018. On Decem- back to the Election Commission, but as far as we are concerned
ber 21, 2018, the APNU+AFC government fell when it lost a no- we have evidence that there has been massive fraud and irreguconfidence vote. He noted it is now well into four months since larities and we will continue the fight to make sure that your
the March 2 elections, and a winner is yet to be declared. Also, votes are counted.”
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Santokhi seeking Presidential role
FROM PAGE 1
roles.
According to Suriname’s law, persons seeking nomination to the roles of president and vice-president must be
nominated by at least seven Assembly members. When
Suriname’s parliament met earlier this week, it was decided
that the election of the new president and vice-president
will be held next Monday. It was also not clear whether
Bouterse’s NDP will come up with its own two candidates
to challenge Santokhi and Brunswijk.
The Brotherhood and Unity in Politics had earlier indicated it would have supported the coalition in the election
of the Head of State and his deputy, in order to avoid the
matter going before the United People’s Assembly.
If Santokhi and Brunswijk are elected next Monday,
then their inauguration will take place on Friday.
Bouterse lost the May 25 general election following a
decade in power. The loss was confirmed by Suriname’s Independent Electoral Bureau late last month after weeks of
controversy that delayed final results. It took three weeks
to verify the vote.
“The voters expressed their opinion on May 25, 2020,
and, therefore, the Independent Electoral Bureau should
respect the consequences of democracy,” bureau chairwoman Jennifer van Dijk-Silos said.
The final result was delayed after both the government
and opposition cited irregularities, which triggered recounts of votes in some districts.
The official result marks the end of the Bouterse’s rule.
He had maintained he would only publicly congratulate
the winner if the election authority confirmed the result.
Bouterse ruled as a dictator from 1980-1987, and seized
power briefly a second time in a bloodless coup in 1990.
He was first elected president in 2010.
In November last year he was sentenced to 20 years in
prison by a military court for ordering the execution of
15 adversaries that had spoken out against his seizure of
power in the February 1980 coup d’état.
Bouterse, 74, has avoided prison due to presidential
immunity, and has appealed his conviction. The case is
now postponed due to the coronavirus pandemic.
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‘Caretaker’ APNU+AFC cannot make
appointments to Boards says Nandlall
Georgetown – The APNU+AFC admin- an Court of Justice had deemed to be validly
istration is presently in power as a caretaker passed, and which placed the government into
government, in transition with limited powers, a caretaker status, and which President David
but despite this fact, it has illegally
Granger has acknowledged.
appointed 44 members across five
“A caretaker government is
State boards.
bound in law to behave as a careThe appointments were retaker. The caretaker of a property,
vealed last week in an order postfor example, is not the owner…
ed in the Official Gazette.
and therefore can’t make fundaThe order was signed by de facto
mental changes of any type; [funMinister of State Dawn Hastings
damental] decisions of any type,
on June 22. It announced the apor enter into new contract, or
pointment of five members to the
make new appointments,” NandEnvironmental Assessment Board;
lall said.
seven to the Wildlife Scientific
According to caretaker status,
Committee; nine to the Protected
the government is to only perAreas Commission; 11 to the Guyform routine functions. Making
Anil Nandlall
ana Wildlife Conservation and
new appointments would be illeManagement Commission, and 11 to the Envi- gal since this is not routine, he said.
ronmental Protection Agency.
Nandlass added: “Its behaviour was further
The order states that these appointments un- compounded when Parliament was officially
der the presidential sector are set to come into dissolved, and a date was set for the elections.
“immediate effect”, and are expected to last for Certainly, after the elections the situation beone year.
came worse, especially after the results of the
Commenting on this development, former At- elections are known, and the Coalition has lost
torney General and executive of the PPP/Civic, the government. Clearly, they can’t make apAnil Nandlall, said the appointments are “wholly pointments to Boards.”
illegal”.
Nandlall noted that at the “appropriate time”,
Nandlall referred to the December 21, 2018 those appointments will have to revisited and
no-confidence motion, which the Caribbe- reviewed “with a view of rescinding them.”

Immense potential for reconcialition in
Guyana’s political landscape — Quinn
Georgetown – There is immense potential
During the Canning House discussion,
for reconciliation among Guyana’s political Quinn said, “Many of the issues around the
leaders following a contentious and protracted elections result from a polarised ethnic situaelectoral process, British High Commissioner tion and the winner takes all electoral system,
Greg Quinn said last week.
which in my view is no longer fit for purpose.”
Also, Quinn noted there was need for conHe had told Kaieteur Radio in early June adstitutional reform to work in tandem with justing this electoral model should be high on
Guyana’ leaders pulling tothe agenda of any governgether.
ment.
Said Quinn: “[We] need
During the Canning
reconciliation; and to do
House discussion, he
that, we need political leadpointed to Northern Ireership and political leaderland, as he did in June, as
ship that is willing to pull
having had an experience
supporters down a road of
from which Guyana can
compromise for the benefit
learn.
of all."
“My home, Northern
He added: “Nobody, no
Ireland which is not in any
member of society should
way perfect in any shape
feel persecuted. Everyone
or form, is an example of
must be seen to benefit.”
how this should work,” he
Quinn made the stateadvised.
ments while participating
Northern Ireland, a part
in a recent panel discussion
of the UK, had experienced
Greg Quinn
with the United Kingdom’s
ethno-political violent conCanning House, a forum for discourse on Latin flict for decades. The conflict came somewhat
American issues.
to an end in the 1990s, mainly between those
During the discussion, he noted how Guy- who supported Northern Ireland being part of
ana’s electoral process continues to be con- the union with Great Britain, and Catholics,
tested and challenged. It has been marred by who wanted to see a unified Ireland.
court challenges, misinformation, and sev“We have been through a painful and a tough
eral attempts to rig the results in favour of the process, and there is much still to be done folAPNU+AFC Coalition.
lowing the Northern Island Peace Process and
Said Quinn: “The ongoing uncertainty has Agreement,” he said.
not been helpful. It has stoked division, and
This process constituted the events, which
there continues to be division in this country.”
were seen to have significantly reduced the vioAdditionally, “The upshot of this controver- lence.
sial election is that whoever wins, or is declared
Said Quinn: “Ultimately, the Northern Irethe winner, will need to show quickly that there land which I see today, and which my family
is room for every citizen, and is willing to sup- still lives in, is unrecognisable from the country
port with constitutional reform — some of the I grew up in the 1970s. And that is a good thing.
issues that have led to the controversies in this I would never, and I hope none of us would see,
election process, such as electoral reform.”
a return to the bad old days in Northern IreBoth major parties have paid lip-service to land.”
the matter, but coming through on the promise
Quinn said after living in Guyana for the past
is another story. APNU+AFC, for instance, had five and a half years, he sees potential here for
made reform of Guyana’s supreme law a feature a much better future through addressing the
of its 2015 elections campaign. After five years, grievances felt on both sides of the political diit has not fulfilled on that promise.
vide.
Quinn has shown staunch advocacy for
He declared: “I think passionately about this
Constitutional reform, particularly with a view place… I see the potential. I want to see this
of doing away with the winner-takes-all system. country get to where it should be…”
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Call Me First For “Service Beyond The Contract”!

SCARBOROUGH
Immaculate, expensively upgraded home with high end
finishes, shows 10+! mn floor 9’ smooth ceilings, Brazilian cherry hardwood flrng throughout, Cir oak staircase,
new paint, restained cedar deck, plaster crown moulding, LED potlights,
year round hot tub jacuzzi, encl front porch
(appx 200sf), spacious
fin cold cellar, large
open balcony on 2nd
floor, insulated attic,
new furn, roof (2018),
200 amp circuit breaker, fluted columns,
niche, plus many
more upgrades!

Prof fin basement
with separate
entrance, bedroom,
custom kitchen,
washroom, open
layout. Walk to TTC,
mins to shopping,
schools, parks and trails, etc. No sidewalk. Extras include: all upgraded elfs, custom shutters, drapes, CAC,
GDO, CVAC, water softener, sec system and cameras,
HWT (own), all appliances.

Research Materials
At the 1988 York University Conference presented by the Ontario Society for Studies in Indo Caribbean Culture (OSSICC), I took a number of
photographs relating to that 150th anniversary celebration of the Arrival
on Indians in the Caribbean.
They are photographs of the conference at York University with Dr
Cheddi Jagan as the the Keynote Speaker and of the Downtown Toronto
conference with Mr Basdeo Panday as the Main Speaker.
I am also in possession of about 30 audio recordings of all the conference presentations.
Interested individuals and researchers wishing to access any of these
materials may contact me directly for copies.
My email address is: va7vrc@telus.net.
Vince Ramcharan, BC, Canada
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CARIBBEAN ISLAND
FOOD MARKET

Tel: (416) 746-1592
3432 Weston Rd
(South of Finch)

Tel: 416-901-7797
WESTWOOD
SUPERMARKET

Mention
this Ad
& Get a
Free Gift

680 Rexdale Blvd, Suite 12
(at Humberwood Blvd)

Specializing In All West Indian Groceries, Tropical Fruits & Vegetables, Guyanese and Caribbean Fishes &
Seafoods, Halal Chicken, Ducks & Meats, Fresh Breads & Pastries, Spices & Condiments, Health & Medicinal
Products, West Indian Drinks & Juices, Snacks & Confectionery, Dried Canned & Packaged Foods, Soaps &
Cleaning Supplies, Body Care Products, Hindu Religious Supplies... and Much Much More.

ALL MEAT HALAL • NUF NUF IN-STORE SPECIALS • SPECIALS TO JULY 21, 2020
FLORIDA HASSAR

FROZEN HEAD-ON
BUTTERFISH

SNAPPER FISH EGGS

FRESHLY FROZEN
WHOLE GREY SNAPPER

$199 lb

$599 lb

$549 lb

$799 lb

CLEANED • SCALED • GUTTED

FRESH WHOLE/
HALF GOAT

BEEF

ORDER
EARLY
FOR
EID-UL-ADHA

$299 lb

FROZEN NEW ZEALAND
MUTTON SHOULDER

JUMBO DRAKE

$499 lb

$2599 each

GARDEN PLANTS

STAR BONNET
GUYANA RICE

ON PURCHASE OF WHOLE SHOULDER

WIRI WIRI PEPPER

$1399 Lge bag

AVAILABLE
SNACKS

GLORIA SWEETENED
CONDENSED WHITENER

CARDBOARD BARRELS

2/$300

$1500 each

FRUITS & VEGETABLES
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Super Summer Sale!
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Regular $2499. Now:

Regular $1499. Now:

6 Pcs Solid Wood Queen Size Bed Set

3 Pcs Fabric Recliner Sofa Suite
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Queen Size Jumbo Pillow Top Mattress
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$499
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5 Pcs Dining or Pub Set

$599

Available in Grey or Brown

Regular $3999. Now:
3 Pcs Power Recliner with Sofa Suite
Available in Blue or Brown
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$219

Regular $399. Now:

$199

Modern Glass Coffee Table

Financing Available • 12 months • No Interest • No Payment

Two LocaTions To serve You BeTTer
2575 Steeles Ave E, Unit #14-17
Brampton ON L6T 5T1

TEL: 905-790-0560
FAX: 905-790-3702

customerservicestephensfurniture@hotmail.com
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While
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6 Marconi Court
Bolton
Ontario L7E 1H3

TEL: 905-951-9394

•

www.stephensfurnitureltd.com
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Better savings start here

FISH FROM GUYANA

Lower your premiums when you insure both
your car and home with us.

Buy Directly from the Importer and Save Big
Lowest Prices on the Market – Guaranteed

Stop in, call or click to get a quote today.

Sherry A Harrikissoon Ins Agcy Inc
Sherry A Harrikissoon, Agent
13311 Yonge St Unit 103
Richmond Hill ON L4E 3L6
905-773-9782

Certain conditions, limitations and exclusions may apply.

1201717CN.1

Fish and Shrimp Caught in the Atlantic
Bangamaree (Fine, Fillet & Headless), Red Snapper, Catﬁsh, Cuirass, Sea
Trout, Smoked Catﬁsh, Cuffum, King Fish, Mackerel and Grey Snapper.

Desjardins Insurance refers to Certas Home and Auto Insurance Company, underwriter of automobile and
property insurance or Desjardins Financial Security Life Assurance Company, underwriter of life insurance
and living benefits products.
Desjardins, Desjardins Insurance and related trademarks are trademarks of the Fédération des caisses Desjardins du
Québec, used under licence.

Contact: Mobile: 647-218-6967 • 416-769-2914 (after hours) or Paul: 416-450-3570

Need A Mortgage? Call Kamla First

Your Mortgage Professional! 416-505-9583
-
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Private Funding
Financial Consulting

Experiencing Some Financial Challenges?
Then The Moment Is Now:
Reﬁnancing - Home Equity Line Of Credit - Debt Consolidation

• No Credit, Any Credit! • First Time Buyers! • New To Canada!
Call Kamla for more details…

Indranie (Kamla) Shivnath
Mortgage Agent

Dir: 416-505-9583

5200 Finch Ave. E. Unit 306, Scarborough, ON M1S 4Z5
Email: kamla4@hotmail.com
*Some Conditions Apply
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COMMUNITY CONNECTION

New order taking root in pandemic-hit UK

OBITUARY

T

Haji Imam Abdool Rustum
January 1928 - June 2020

Imam Abdool Rustum
always followed
high, ethical values

I

t is with profound sadness the family announces the
death of a humble and dedicated servant of Allah,
Haji Imam Abdool Rustum, who passed away peacefully at his home on June 21, 2020.
Haji Abdool Rustum was born in January, 1928 at Leonora, West Coast Demerara, Guyana, into a large family. At the tender age of 15, upon the death of his father,
he had to assume heavy responsibilities for the family. He
started to learn tailoring, and began assisting his mother
in the upkeep of the household.
At the age 18 he got married to Rafeekhan Mohamad,
a loving union that lasted for 74 years until his passing. They were blessed with ten children, all of whom,
through the dedicated efforts of Haji Imam Rustum and
his wife, were instilled with the importance of education,
and good moral values.
In the early 1950s Haji Imam Rustum moved to
Zeeburg, West Demerara, with his young growing family after mastering his tailoring skills. He focused his
attention mostly on Canal #1 Polder on the West Bank,
Demerara, where his business flourished, and where he
became renowned for supplying beautifully sewn shirts
and pants for school children. He also opened a retail
fabric store in Zeeburg.
His total love for Islam, and his service to the community led to him being appointed as Deputy Imam of
the Meten-Meer-Zorg Masjid. He later became the Imam
of the Ladystein Masjid, and then Imam of the Zeeburg
Masjid.
Upon his migration to Canada in 1983, Haji Imam
Abdool Rustum settled in the Toronto area among his
children and family members who had migrated earlier.
His high ethical and moral values followed him wherever
he went, and his work place often commended him for
his diligence and honesty.
Haji Rustum continued serving the Muslim community in the Toronto area in the capacity of a Licensed
Marriage Officer, the Imam of the Anjuman Hifazatul
Islam of Ontario, and the Imam of the Al-Muminoon
Masjid. He was blessed to be able to perform the Pilgrimage in Mecca twice in his lifetime.
Several organisations, among them the IMO and the
CIOG, presented him with awards in recognition of his
60-plus years of dedicated services and significant contributions and sacrifice for the communities in Guyana
and Canada.
Haji Rustum’s entire family and the Muslim communities that he served, all join in prayers for Allah to
accept his efforts, forgive him, have mercy upon him,
and grant him Jannatul Firdous.

Cancer Research, Children’s hospital, the remarkable support
he coronavirus has brought people together. The best of
given to food banks, up and down the country, and many other
our qualities as human beings is at the fore. Here in the
charities, are testimony to our human values of kindness and
UK, it is wonderful to see the community spirit in our
generosity.
street and throughout the country.
Long may our community spirit thrive and prosper. There
We are at the cusp of a historic change to a new order. The
is hope for better if we think like one big family and engage the
freedom which we enjoyed for centuries where everyone is for
community spirit to address
themselves, will give way to a
our social problems of crime,
new order where all of us in a
Vidur Dindayal is originally from Rosignol,
want and shameful inequality.
country will see ourselves as
Guyana. A member of the Royal Institute of
I grew up in a sugar plantaone community.
British Architects, he was educated in Guytion
long ago in Guyana where
The virus is being fought
ana and at the Delhi University, India. He
there was that community
at all levels. Scientists work
has been a magistrate in London, a memspirit. I often look upon it as
intensely to find a vaccine to
ber of the Social Security Appeals Tribunal,
a model of people living as
free us from the virus. It is beDisabled Persons Transport Advisory Comone big family. Most of the old
ing fought by everyone pulling
mittee, Interfaith and other public bodies.
people had been descendants of
together with the main fighters
immigrants from India.
on the front line, the doctors, nurses, carers, and supporting staff
We celebrated the arrival on May 5, 1838 of the first of our
of the National Health Service, backed by the emergency services
ancestors from India who came as indentured labourers to Britand the uniformed services.
ish Guiana. Thousands eventuEvery Thursday evening, we
ally came to Guyana, Trinidad,
cheer for all of our National
... we will enjoy more freedom by sharSurinam, and the entire Caribbean
Health Service and emergency
ing what we have with others in need...
and they prospered.
services. We do so with genuine
Our ancestors broke new
praise and gratitude for their
ground in a strange land and laid solid foundations for the sigcommitment and dedication to fighting the battle with the virus,
nificant achievements of their descendants.
and for caring our sick and weak.
The energy behind Indo-Caribbean achievement has been the
After the end of the war 75 years ago, a brave bold and farbasic human values of their ancestors. They came from villages
seeing change was brought about in the UK from a deep sense
of India. With little formal education, let alone high school learnof fairness, equality, kindness and compassion, with the creation
ing, they lived by those values including:
of the National Health Service, the Welfare state, free secondary
Saving. Save for a rainy day. Waste not, want not.
education, and new housing policy.
Sacrifice. Parents would sacrifice anything for their children.
People had lost many relations during the war. They had
Suffering. Acceptance of pain and pleasure equally.
suffered much grief, had been deprived of much during the war,
Contentment with basic minimum to live on.
so they felt they were not going to put up with all that grief and
Society. Duty to support it.
deprivation anymore.
Gratitude where you live. Put something back into it.
The war had changed Britain. People wanted a fairer society.
Joint family. Everyone in the family supporting one another.
Teenagers whose only hope for work was going down the coal
Significant in their life was they all lived like one large family.
mines could then go to high school and better their education,
Family life and kinship are linked to the spectacular progress of
and even go on to University.
well-known Indo-Caribbean families.
With this pandemic, there is that mood again of not putting
The original immigrants had built up strong relationships
up with deprivation. There must be change. The pandemic has
with their fellows who shared the hazards of travelling for weeks
caused fundamental changes in the way we live. Things are unon the ship and then deposited in the sugar plantations in a forlikely to revert to “business as usual”. Like those historic changes
eign land, stranger than their wildest dreams. They were called
after the war, the new order will be living as a community, not
Jahajis, that is, those who shared travel on the ship.
to see people as us and them, but as one of us. Human values of
The Jahaji relationship was like one large family, meeting joy
fairness, equality, and kindness will tailor our affairs.
and sorrow together, helping one another in every step in their
We will enjoy the freedom to live how we want, except that
life. They addressed one another as brother or sister. I saw them
it will be balanced with the responsibility to look after the weak
as uncle or aunty. No one was looked upon as a stranger, no
and sick and unfortunate.
distance between people, no anonymity.
The freedom where everyone is for themselves is no compliHistoric social reforms had been made in the UK after the
ment to a society which is rich and grown-up. That freedom even
war. These are firmly embedded in life in the UK. Not all societin the jungle allows for co-existence for millennia. How else do
ies are like this, but change to living as one community is nigh
we see in one jungle, the variety of flora and fauna, birds and
with kindness, pulling together, and human values, which make
beasts thriving. They take out from the environment only what
our life better.
they need and leave enough for everyone else.
We reflect on life today, where wealth is necessary, but cannot
In the new order of living as a community, we will enjoy
itself replace kindness, care, a helping hand, and support. We are
more freedom by sharing what we have with others in need.
humans and in the new order, when all else is found wanting,
It is enlightened self-interest, but it is also human, pure and
human values of love, kindness, compassion, and support will
simple. Without legal compulsion, we are by our nature superbly
bring a smile.
generous and charitable. The Red Cross, Oxfam, British Legion,

Urgent Appeal For Kidney Donation
Pandit Krishna Sukul who resides in Scarborough, Ontario, is appealing
to the community for urgent assistance to help save the life of his 54-year
old wife Satwattie Sukul.
She is suffering from kidney failure with both of her kidneys functioning
at only five percent efficiency.
She is on peritoneal dialysis and has to do exchanges four times every
day, which is done at home.
She has completed all the required medical examinations at the Scarborough General and St Michael’s Hospital, and is currently on a waiting
list for a kidney.
The estimated waiting period is between two to five years, but with her
kidney function deteriorating rapidly, urgent help is needed for a transplant
of one kidney.
Her blood group is ‘O’, which is considered a priority, but in the absence
of a donor with this blood type, any other type of donor would be accepted.
The doctors indicated that anyone can live happily with one kidney, and
that a donor would be tested medically to ensure that there would be no
complications before accepting a donation. Several individuals have done
this type of procedures before and they are living a normal life.
Pt Sukul is making this earnest appeal for anyone who might be in a
position to help save the life of his wife.
He may be contacted at (416) 267-5038, or through his sister Rajmini at
(905) 783- 0459.
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Satwattie Sukul

COMMUNITY CONNECTION

In a time of clutter and throwaways, it is good to stay grounded
By Dhanpaul Narine
e live in an age of disposables. We have more than
we need, but few items are made to last because the
world has been designed to encourage throwaways.
Would you be happier if you have fewer things than you have
now? Would you be happy to give up the BMWws, Pradas,
Guccis, the latest gadgets, and that big house for the simple life?
Must we go out of our way to get the new glossy toys to impress
the neighbours?
The reality is that we live in a world of “stuffocation”. It’s a
new word, and it’s easy to define. You look in your wardrobe
and it is packed with clothes, but you can’t find anything to
wear!
You decide to buy something new, and while you are it you
buy some other stuff that you don’t really need, but you tell
yourself you must have them. You return home with bags of
stuff and throw them in a corner. The simple fact is that we
have more stuff than we need, and what is alarming is that we
want to acquire more. The pursuit of happiness for many is really the accumulation of more stuff.
The comedian George Carlin was on point. He said, “The
whole meaning of life is trying to find a place to put your stuff!”
Materialism has created so much stuff that an entire storage industry has been set up to look after it. The outlook is not promising. Given the current state of consumerism the tendency will
be for us to continue to accumulate stuff, to buy things that we
don’t need, and to put them away with negative emotions.
The problem is that when you think you have got rid of stuff,
you find that it has returned, sometimes looking different!

W

T

here are strong reasons to colour the planet
green. We can begin by planting trees in
our minds, and then transfer the idea to the
ground.
An interesting experiment in this regard is taking place in India in which a monk Sadhguru Jaggi
Vasudev has set up the Isha Foundation to spread the
message of conservation. Vasudev was informed that
Tamil Nadu would be mostly desert by 2025 and he
decided to act. He started Project GreenHands; so
far more than 17 million trees have been planted by
two million volunteers.
The Center on Everyday Lives states, “We are living in the
most materially rich society in global history with light years
more possessions per average family than any preceding society.” The Center also points out that we are at a point of material saturation, and that we are suffering from a clutter crisis.
We are constantly bombarded with powerful images. For
example, we see people with expensive gold watches, drowned
in shopping bags and with the latest designer outfits. They jet
to different resorts and spend as if money is falling from the
trees, and some even burn dollar bills to give the impression of
happiness. But behind these manifestations of crass opulence
lie depression, loneliness, and unhappiness.
As we look to find some balance in our lives, we can’t help
confronting the million-dollar question: “Why do we have this
obsession with stuff, and do we have enough of it?”
Will there come a point in our lives when we will be content
with what we have? The answers to these questions are complex
as they relate to both psychological and social impulses.
Psychologists argue that people buy things with positive
emotions. There is the belief that the purchase of new stuff will

Thank You
We appreciate your contributions throughout
the blessed month of Ranadan and also during the Covid-19 pandemic.
We are grateful to, and proud of our healthcare workers and volunteers who dedicate
their services day and night to serve the
community, especially our elderly.
If you know someone who is a vulnerable
elder, please let us know.
Support the community and donate today to
help care for those that cared for us.
To donate, go to: www.muslimfoodbank.com
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lead to happiness. There are those that think a new car, a house,
or appliances will make life comfortable, and bring a feeling of
security, and these in turn will cause one to be happy.
When we really want an object a message is sent to the pleasure center of the brain that creates the feeling we must have it,
and the acquisition will help solve our problems.
There is the view that acquisition gives a short boost to
“materialistic people”, and that positive emotions are temporary. The argument here is that the tendency to want is natural,
since resources are limited, and there is competition in scarce
environments. In addition, constant want keeps us in a state of
alertness and readiness that is connected to our evolutionary
make-up.
A number of studies has shown that the materialist craze, or
buying stuff, do not lead to happiness. Indeed, we tend to become unhappy when we place the emphasis on material things.
A study from Tufts University concludes, “People who are
highly focused on materialistic values have lower personal wellbeing and psychological health than those who believe that
materialistic pursuits are relatively unimportant”.
In another study, published in the journal Motivation and
Emotion, it is shown that when people become more materialistic their sense of purpose decreases.
As with most subjects, there are differing opinions. One
view says that we should not be too concerned about material
acquisition. It’s all part of the hierarchy of needs, and that there
will come a time when we will achieve a natural balance. But
this does not sit well with environmentalists and philosophers,
who argue that clutter will lead to “affluenza”. In other words,
mass consumption leads to mass depression.
How then can we put all that stuff in a special place and live
a clutter-free life? The first and perhaps the most important way
is to value experience above objects. When a child performs at
a school recital the experience is unforgettable and priceless. It
is talked about for a long time, and that performance can influence others to do better as well.
If you buy stuff just for the sake of doing so, and you throw
them out in a few months, then it can have a tremendous
impact on our limited resources. Many people believe that materialism creates unhappiness. If we accept the premise a mind
that wanders is unhappy, then around half of humanity is in a
state of unhappiness.
It is in this context then that “experiences” make sense over
“material objects”. For instance, it is suggested by one writer
that, “You can wait for a delicious meal at a nice restaurant, or
looking forward to a nice vacation, and this feels more satisfying than waiting for your pre-ordered iPhone to arrive. Or
when the two-day shipping on Amazon Prime doesn’t arrive.”
The conclusion here is that positive experiences are uplifting,
and they make people happier while material possession will
either become obsolete or wilt.
A bad experience can become a good story, but an experiential purchase is fleeting. People tend to become more generous
when they think of good experiences as opposed to when they
make purchases for stuff. The economy is planned to encourage
aggressive consumption as this is fed by easy access to credit.
The banks are known to send credit cards in the mail and offer
different incentives to increase spending.
Is it too late to slow consumerism? This is a difficult question for a number of reasons. There is aggressive marketing
in the media that makes consumption all too easy. There is
a report that by 2021, 80 percent of adults will be carrying a
smart phone in their pockets. This may be great news for the
manufacturers, but the impact of this technology on society is
worrying.
If the majority of the world’s population is connected, then
what time would be left for the simple pleasures of life? The
argument in many boardrooms is that businesses are driven by
profits and quality time is secondary.
One should not expect much help from the political establishment either. Politicians are more concerned with fundraising and campaigning, than with implementing workable social
and economic policies that are aimed at reducing clutter.
There has to be a balance between consumerism, all that
stuff in our lives, and a return to old-fashioned values. This
brings into focus the policy options that exist to combat the
ever-expanding state of clutter. In this regard we find that the
simple ideas make the most sense. We can make a difference by
recycling. There are various ways to recycle, such as using paper
rather than plastic, and then recycling the paper. How about
taking your own cloth bag to the supermarket? That will reduce
the need to use plastic bags.
There is also good reason to downsize, to carpool, donate the
used computer, cellphones, eyeglasses, and cut down on the use
of credit cards.
The point from all of this is that the greatest gadget is the
mind. If we want to enjoy quality of life, we need to take firm
control and live simple by using less.
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DIASPORA WRITINGS

Journey to the east - seek the root to understand the fruit
“The earth, bearing upon her many different peoples,
speaking different languages, following different dharmas as suit their particular regions; pour upon us a
thousand-fold streams of bountiful treasures to enrich
us like a constant cow that never faileth”
(Atharva Veda X11)

Harry Persaud was born on the West Coast of Demerara,
Guyana He holds a PhD in Anthropology, and has authored
two books on his Guyanese/Canadian experiences. He is a
writer, poet, and martial arts practitioner.

The base dimensions of this fascinating monument is 370 feet
by 370 feet and 105 feet in height. In ascending order, all levels
are connected by more than 100 staircases leading to a magnificent summit. The uppermost level is serene and graceful
from which one could see the surrounding countryside.
The monument consists of six square platforms topped by
three circular platforms, and is decorated by 2,672 relief panels
and 504 Buddha statues. In the center of the main dome surrounded by 72 perforated stupas, each containing one sitting
Buddha statue, is a lotus-shaped structure surrounded by giant
sandstone bells. Bells represent the call to meditation in Buddhist Sangha.

Cultural Connections
journeyed into the heartlands of Indonesia to witness the
great contributions of ancient India in a foreign country.
But before I made my trip I felt compelled to examine a
few outstanding features of Indian civilisation. I rationalised
that to understand the fruition of Indian culture abroad it
Buddha’s Dream
would be appropriate to examine its roots and some of the
Borobudur depicts a spiritual journey through three levels
conditions from which it was germinated.
of Buddhist cosmology:
Traditionally, Indian civilisation was one of seeking, and
Kamadhatu – the world of desire; Rupadhatu – the world of
not one of believing; there were no pre-set boundaries of
forms; Arupadhatu – the world of the formless.
thought or experience which determined the free expression
The symbolism of the three cosmologies of Buddhism, that
of its people. The individual’s life was a microcosm of the
is, desire, form, and formlessness in ascending order, repreuniverse where body and mind followed natural laws. Indians
The writer with wife Shawn Marie on the fourth level
sents the evolution of soul-consciousness. The iconography
saw alternate realities as authentic expressions of one’s level of
backgrounded
by
204
stone
bells
from the base level to the upper level shows that we advance
mental development. Life was governed by the laws of Karma,
from our basic animal nature through
therefore, there was no need for prosvarious morphologies of illusion to
elytisation. The ancient people of India
awaken into a state of Nirvana. This
asked questions and sought answers,
unfettered freedom of Consciousness is
before the truth was established.
similar to the Hindu concept of awakenHindus and Buddhists as a rule undering from maya (illusion) to Moksha
stood that there was no exclusivity over
(Transcendence beyond Rebirth). Budknowledge, that all truths belong to all of
dhist philosophy is deeply grounded in
humanity, which is why Indians tradiHinduism, the Buddha himself being of
tionally have never claimed ownership of
Hindu background.
inventions and discoveries. They knew
During the journey, the monument
fully well that despite its many faces, the
guides pilgrims through a system of
truth is one.
stairways and corridors depicting 1,460
The richness and profundity of the
narrative relief panels on the ascending
Indian mind must be understood in all
walls. The panels reveal the stories of the
of its parts in order to appreciate the
Ramayana and the Mahabharata on one
depth and width of its philosophies
side of the wall and on the opposite side
and its impact on foreign cultures. All
the Jatakas, showing the many reincarreligions in India before the introduction
nations of Siddhartha the Buddha. Upon
of monotheism understood the necessity
reaching the top of the monument,
of peaceful co-existence in a non-violent
Borobudur clearly takes the form of a
world. This was expressed beautifully in
The summit of Borodudur with the statue of Buddha in deep meditation,
giant Tantric Mandala, a representation
the Maha Upanishad chapter 6, “Vasudgesturing the conquest of desires
of Buddhist cosmology and the nature
haiva Kutumbakam”, which means that
of the mind. The Mandala then opens into a lotus flower,
the whole world is one family.
which could be interpreted as the Cosmic Realisation of the
This was the mindset when Brahmin priests, Buddhist
Higher Self, the final esoteric experience of the Enlightened
monks, merchant and sailors sailed from India for South
Being.
East Asia from the 1st to the 15th centuries C.E. Over a
There were 2.5 million stones weighing some 3.5 million
thousand years of the exchange of ideas and values accomtons taken from neighbouring rivers to build Borobudur.
panied a peaceful transformation of an equally receptive
The stones were cut to size and transported to the site by
and capable people. A people who had a deep desire to
thousands of men over a period of 75 years. The stones
know, to expand their horizon, were open-minded, and in
were laid without mortar to precision. The building of this
touch with nature at all levels.
monument was authorised during the Shailendra dynasty.
With some knowledge of my ancestors’ creativity in
King Shailendra although a Buddhist, was sympathetic to
various fields of arts and science, I began my sojourn
Hinduism as there are also numerous Hindu monuments
through South East Asia. It was immediately noticeable that
nearby; and indeed across Java, Sumatra and Madura
the cultures of this part of the world were directly affected
(Mathura). Anthropologists believe that a Hindu king often
by Indian civilisation. From one territory to another, India
The writer on the third level, flanked by the Mahabharata
patronised the construction of Buddhist monuments, and
had influenced their language, religion, philosophy, art and
and Ramayana on the walls
vice versa. An excellent example of such patronage was
architecture, song and dance, cuisine, and customs. This
King
Sanjaya, a Hindu, who assisted King Shailendra, a Budwas quite evident even in Muslim Indonesia and Malaysia,
and bells pointing towards the heavens. Borobudur is a marveldhist, in the completion of Borobudur.
where I witnessed the deep undercurrents of Indianisation.
ous edifice of human creative genius, a labour of love, of archiOne of the most important panels tells the story of Sudhana
In genetics too, it was quite evident that there was a wonder- tectural grandeur, and the lofty spirit of a transcendent culture.
and Manohara at Mt Kailash, a story of epic proportion of a
ful blend of Indian, Chinese, and Native blood, displayed by
We flew from Indonesia's capital city Jakarta late in the evehero and a heroine sacrificing their lives for supreme love. It’s
epicanthic eyelids, brown skin, and dark wavy hair. There is
ning to Yogyakarta in the south central part of Java (Sanskrit:
a striking pleasantness and conviviality of personality among
yavakoti). Yogyakarta, nicknamed ‘Jogja’ was established by the a tale of tragedy and hardship at first, but which ends in victory
South East Asians, the hallmark of a simple yet sophisticated
Mataram kingdom around 732 C.E. by king Sanjaya. Yogyakar- and the celebration of life. The story is very popular in the folklore of all of South East Asia, and many versions are also told
people. That the civilisation of my ancestors played a part in
ta is a beautiful, ornate city with abundant art, craft, and stone
in Japan, China, Korea, and Vietnam. The total relief surface of
the construction of such cultures is quite gratifying.
motifs of Hindu Gods adorning street corners, a very elaborate
this story is 2,500 meters square.
reconstruction of Indian stonework. Yogyakarta is a relaxing
The upper part of the monument depicts the biography of
Borobudur
city of about 450,000 inhabitants, 15 kilometers from the world
Siddharta the Buddha, of his former lives as told in the Jatakas,
The sun rose brilliantly on a warm day in August, shimmerfamous Borobudur. I slept sporadically, unable to contain
of his wanderings and seeking truth, ending in his attainment
ing over Mt Sundoro and Mt Merbabu, south west of Prammy excitement at what lay ahead. After a hefty and enjoyable
banan Plain, in the Progo River Valley. My Nova Scotian born
Indonesian breakfast we embarked on a cab for one of the most of Nirvana or Perfect Wisdom at Bodh Gaya, in northern
India. The intricacy of the Hindu/Buddhist mind, the fruition
wife Shawn Marie and I shared deep curiosity of one of the
spectacular structures anywhere on the planet.
of Indian-Javanese creativity had become one of the world’s
wonders of the world, but more importantly, the history and
Borobudur is every architect’s dream of a perfect structure,
most celebrated pilgrimages and tourist attractions in all of
spiritual significance of Borobudur Pagoda, the largest Buddesigned, and built in the year 750 C.E. by Gunadharma, the
dhist monument on the planet.
Indian Mathematician/Architect. He is said to be the one “who Indonesia.
As I walked away from this fabulous and inspiring symbol
Seeing the magnificence of Borobudur for the first time is
bears the measuring rod, knows division, applied mathematics
of spirituality, I also went back in time to enter the heart and
awe-aspiring. Borobudur dwarfs the giant Bodhi trees in the
and thinks himself composed of parts”. Gunadharma used the
soul of Gunadharma. I gently thanked him for his mastery
surrounding fields. Bodhi trees often accompany Pagodas for
metric system, first used in the Indus Valley Civilisation in Inand his discovery of Self, beautifully expressed in stone. For
historical reasons. The Buddha was Enlightened in the shade of dia some 3,000 years earlier. This structure was built on a solid
one such tree, apparently still in existence after 2,500 years in
bedrock 865 feet above sea level and 50 feet above the floor of a me it was a seminal moment, that I was part of this wonderful
human experience of finding my essence in all that I see, think,
the Indian state of Bihar.
dried-out lake in order to avoid floods.
and know. Even though I might be a mere ripple on the Ocean
Hundreds of humans walked the corridors of Borobudur,
Borobudur is made mainly from lava rock, which is very
of Reality, Borobudur has brought me closer to the depth of
who from a distance looked like ants on a molehill. Its shadowy resistant to inclement weather conditions, and was able to
my own being.
massiveness silhouetted a blue grey skyline with many stupas
withstand several major earthquakes over the past 1,000 years.
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AUTHORS' AND WRITERS' CORNER

UK school looks to renaming after Guyanese Beryl Gilroy

P

sider the name of the school… I and many other
arents and former students at a London,
ex-pupils of the school believe there can be no
UK school named after an 18th century
more perfect solution than to name it after Beryl
slave owner are calling for it to be renamed
Gilroy. To do so would speak simultaneously to
in honour of one of Britain’s first Black headteachpresent concerns and past history, and would
ers, the Guyanese-born Beryl Gilroy. It comes as
send a positive message about the school’s past,
part of the worldwide work now being done by the
its present and its future.”
Black Lives Matter movement, which is calling on
As Drake noted, “As a school, we stand touniversities and schools, and other institutions,
gether with the local authority in rejecting racto rewrite the uneven narratives valorising its hisism. We also believe in educating our children,
tory, players, and artifacts.
so that we can move forward together towards
Last month a petition was signed by over 500
an equal society. William Beckford is not an
parents in the UK calling for Beckford School in
individual that we celebrate at school and there
West Hampstead to be renamed after Gilroy.
are no statues or paintings on the premises. In
Born in 1924, Beryl Agatha Answick grew up
fact, most of the staff, including myself, were
in Springland, Berbice, in what was then Britnot aware of his significance until very recently.
ish Guiana. She left Guyana in 1951 after being
Once Camden have reviewed the origin of the
selected to attend university in the UK, where she
name and we are told that it is definitely linked
studied at the University of London until 1953.
to William Beckford, we will start the consultaIt was difficult living in the UK then for
tion.”
persons from the Windrush generation, and as
He added: “Beryl Gilroy is a very significant
the Encyclopedia of AfroEuropean Studies noted:
figure
in the history of Beckford Primary School
“London in the 1950s was not the most welcomGuyanese-born Beryl Gilroy was head of Beckford School between 1969 and
and
it
[is]
understandable that her name would
ing of places for a young aspiring black woman.
1982. Photo from the Estate of Beryl Gilroy in The Evening Standard.
be considered.” Gilroy was awarded an HonorDespite her first-class teaching certificate and a
ary Doctorate by the University of London and
top-class diploma in child development, Gilroy
cil online, stating that re-naming the institution in Gilroy’s
an Honorary Fellowship by the Institute of Education for her
found it difficult to find a position as a teacher and was forced
honour would “be the perfect way of addressing contemporary
to search for employment in domestic service, dish washing
concerns while also honouring the school’s history of successful writing and pioneering work as a psychotherapist.
While an education expert, Gilroy was also a novelist and
and factory work.”
inclusion and diversity”.
poet. According to Peepal Tree, Gilroy’s creative writing started
It added, “Eventually she was employed by the Inner London
According to a report, Camden has since announced a
in her childhood years in Guyana, as a teacher for children,
Education Authority and taught until 1956, years that would
cross-party review to re-examine statues, monuments, and
and continued into the 1960s when she began writing what was
provide the source material for Black Teacher, her autobioplace names in the borough. Also, the school has confirmed it
later published as In Praise of Love and Children.
graphical account of the effects of class and race on educational will look to consult on a potential new name, with any formal
Between 1970 to 1975, she wrote the pioneering children’s
experiences for teachers and pupils alike.”
renaming taking in September, 2021. The school’s headteacher
series Nippers, which Peepal Tree notes is “probably the first
Gilroy returned to teaching in 1968, moving on to become
Sam Drake has also indicated it is planning to paint a large
reflection of the Black British presence in UK writing for chilthe first Black headteacher in London at Beckford School. She
mural dedicated to Gilroy’s memory.
dren”. In 1986, she published her first novel, the award winning
writes about her experiences during these years in the autobioA former pupil, Dominic Dawes, who attended the school
Frangipani House.
graphical Black Teacher (1976).
between 1974 and 1982 during Gilroy’s tenure, said Gilroy
Among her other works are the novel, Boy Sandwich (1989),
According to the UK’s Evening Standard, Beckford School is
“inspired pupils, teachers and the community alike, and was a
Steadman and Joanna: A Love in Bondage (1991), and a colbelieved to have been named in the 1920s after William Beckpioneering force in creating truly positive and caring commulection of poems, Echoes and Voices (1991). Sunlight and Sweet
ford, a former Lord Mayor of London, who owned an estate
nity relations between people of many different backgrounds –
Water was published in 1994, Gather the Faces and Inkle and
in Jamaica with more than 3,000 slaves; or by his son, an artist
and at a time when racism in Britain was still rife”.
Yarico in 1994. Her last novel, The Green Grass Tango, was pubwho lived off the proceeds from the estate.
He added: “The name of Mrs Gilroy is a far more significant
lished posthumously in 2001. She suffered a heart attack, dying
As the Evening Standard reported, a parent, Steve Hogarth
part of the history of Beckford school than that of William
on April 4, 2001, at 76 years old.
launched a petition to both the school and the Camden CounBeckford. Given the reason has already been taken to recon-

In Canada, good sense, caring for one another trump all

I

wrote the following in an article in this newspaper on November 16, 2016: “November 8, 2016 was the day America
died”. Also, “The American dream has turned into a nightmare. It is enough to make the founders of the nation turn over
in their graves.”
I went on to state, “The effect on Canada and many countries around the word will be immediate.
Trump’s rhetoric and behaviour have helped
to create a deeply divided nation, taking
Bernard
it back to the Civil War days”. That was in
Heydorn
2016. Now we are in 2020. Does this sound
familiar?
I went on to say, “Trump’s message to the
super rich (like himself) was to cut taxes and
make them richer (on the backs of the poor). His appeal to the
bigoted, the racist, the radicalised right, the ‘religious’ right, the
KKK, the intolerant, the sexist, the selfish, the homophobic,
and hypocrite resonates with hate”.
Fast forward to today. In the world of geopolitics, the axis
of evil comprising Trump’s America, Putin’s Russia, China’s
dictatorship, and North Korea’s leader, continues to spin with
increasing intensity. The world now has a fifth “evil”, the evil of
nature called the coronavirus. The combination of the moral
evils of the aforementioned and the natural evil of a virus, have
brought the world to its knees. Added to that, there is significant climate change, ignored by Trump and other world leaders, and as a result it is becoming increasingly worse.
In the present pandemic, the dictatorial leaders have
retreated literally behind their walls – White House, Kremlin,
and places protected by guards and workers who are themselves
at great risk. Trump’s lack of leadership, poor example, and irresponsible handling of the virus spread, have led to hundreds of
thousands, if not millions of infections! Hundreds of thousands
if not millions of Americans are expected to die before the year
is out!
Trump is in retreat, taking with him his base, faithful and
radicalised followers, the servile, flattering sycophants, and the
gullible. Lies continue to pour out of Trump and the White
House. Instead of protecting his people, Trump is putting more
and more Americans in harm’s way! The Republican senators
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and Republicans in congress who have been facilitators during
Trump’s presidency, are silent. Their actions have gone beyond
silence and acquiescence to criminality.
Trump has stoked the fires of prejudice, hatred, and intolerance, instead of building bridges – bridges to freedom, bridges
for immigrants, bridges for tolerance and justice for long suffering Blacks and other minorities.
The public murder by police of AfricanAmerican George Floyd has sent a message
around the world: “Enough is enough!”
Many folks are starting to realise that they
have been following Trump down a rabbit
hole.
It is reminiscent of American “religious”
suicide cult leader, Jimmy Jones and his followers in Jonestown
in Guyana in 1978.
We must remember that Trump could not have executed his
evil deeds without the support of his base and followers who
voted for him in 2016 including the “religious” right, 80 percent
of white Evangelical Christians, and 60 percent of White Catholics, according to Public Religion Research Institute, Daniel
Cox 11-09-2016 – ‘White Christians Side With Trump’.
What I have discovered since 2016 is the support that Trump
has in Canada among a number of relatives, friends, and acquaintances. One relative of mine is devoted to Trump and calls
him “Big Don”. Fed on conspiracy theories, lies (big and small),
radicalised conservative “religious” views, propaganda from
radio, and TV stations like Fox News, Big Don’s maleficence
(hurtful and criminal actions and example) have spread near
and far.
We are not immune to evil in Canada. Prejudice, discrimination, the mistreatment of First Nations people and other
minorities, and religious intolerance exist in Canada.
Some Canadians continue to hide under the cover of “polite”
or “covert” racism. Reports of the growth of extremism, radicalism, and secret groups in Canada have surfaced. Intolerance
has also appeared in the political system in the words and actions of a number of politicians.
What does the future hold? Trump has suggested a Civil War
if he loses the upcoming election in the US. This threat has to

be taken seriously. The Democrats are reportedly preparing
for the fall of the would-be dictator, “the chosen one”, a “stable
genius”, the one who has made America Great again! Fifty million Americans are projected to be evicted into the streets from
rental accommodations before this year is over. Many of these
would be Afro-Americans and other minorities who are also
suffering and dying disproportionately in the Coronavirus.
Trump will go, hopefully sooner, rather than later. As the
polls continue to show his support sinking, some suggest that
he is ready to drop out before the election. He will leave a
wasteland unlike any other American president. He and his
family and their cronies will take the spoils of what they can
grab from the access to power and privilege that they have
had, be it legal or illegal, be it from charities and other places.
Trump and his cohorts will probably not see a day behind bars,
in spite of questionable acts that have come to light – such is
the failed US Constitution and corruption in America.
His followers will wonder what happened and look for
another leader of similar ilk. Many will follow “the dollar bill”,
Trump’s calling card which charmed folks, young and old, in
and out of the US. Remember the calypso, “money in duh land
with the Yankee dollar bill”. The “highly” educated Trump, the
“stable genius” is said to hold a PhD, a Doctor of Philosophy
from the defunct Trump University! What an achievement!
Many Americans fell for the clown, the circus barker, the
snake oil salesman, who could make any deal, who could slip
out of any situation be it impeachment, bankruptcy, marriage,
or collaboration with an enemy. Trump’s “Make America great
again” claim has taken his people, now dying like flies, down to
the dump! Books are being published by associates and even a
close family member of Trump, exposing his incompetence as
President and his immorality. It flows off his back like water off
a duck’s back, signs of psychopathy.
As the world turns, let us continue to celebrate and defend
the freedoms we still have in Canada on July 1, Canada Day.
Let us listen to science and humane and responsible leaders.
Together we can show the world that we are still our brother’s
keeper, no matter our colour, creed, or religion, that no man is
an island. If the creeks don’t rise and the sun still shines, I’ll be
talking to you.
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UNC, PNM go into election overdrive
Port-of-Spain – The UNC and PNM
cranked up its election machinery into full gear
over the weekend following the announcement
by Prime Minister Keith Rowley that general
elections will take place on August 10. Trinidad
and Tobago’s Parliament was dissolved at midnight last Friday.
Nomination day is set for July 17, which
gives the parties just two weeks to finalise candidates. All documents must be presented to
the Election and Boundaries Commission officers in the 41 constituencies on Nomination
Day.
The UNC launched its campaign on Sunday,
an entire week ahead of the PNM. Due to COVID regulations, the launch was done virtually
from the party’s San Fernando office. The UNC
has also been holding weekly virtual meetings.
It is contesting the 39 seats in Trinidad, and
none in Tobago.
UNC’s leadership spent last Saturday finalising candidates for 22 seats. A number of party
veterans chose to not seek nomination this
time around, among them MPs Suruj Rambachan, Tim Gopeesingh, Fuad Khan, Ganga
Singh, and Prakash Ramadhar.
UNC leader Kamla Persad-Bissessar recently defended the party’s move to seek out new
faces, and a new generation, saying youth must
not be left to stand as onlookers. To those not
selected, she said there was a space and a place,
as a mix of experience and fresh ideas were
needed.
The UNC’s election focus is targeted on a
handful of PNM-held seats considered marginal in the 41 constituencies: Moruga/Tableland, Tobago East, Toco/Sangre Grande, San
Fernando West, St Joseph, and Tunapuna.
Toco/Sangre Grande and San Fernando
West are among 12 constituencies where polling divisions have been shifted by the EBC’s
election draft order.
For the UNC to win, it must obtain a minimum of three seats, plus the 18 it currently
holds. It means the spotlight is on at least three
constituencies —particularly Moruga/Table-

UNC leader, Kamla Persad-Bissessar is prepared for the August 10 elections
land, Tobago East, and Toco/Sangre Grande.
In Moruga, UNC is targeting PNM’s candidate Winston Peters, a former UNC MP, replacing incumbent Lovell Francis. UNC improved
its standing there in the 2019 Local Government elections. Peters is aided by former UNC
Cumuto MP Collin Partap. Former PNM MP
Peter Taylor said he was walking with UNC candidate Michelle Benjamin
In Toco/Sangre Grande, the UNC is pinning faith on its local government election improvements where it won the Sangre Grande
corporation. UNC’s candidate Nabila Greene,
an expected platform star with a story to tell, is
contesting the PNM’s Roger Monroe, another
newcomer now working areas where the PNM
lapsed in local government polls. Three Toco
polling divisions are being placed in Cumuto/
Manzanilla.
In Tobago East, although UNC is not contesting there, the party hopes are high for a
PNM defeat by Watson Duke’s Progressive
Democratic Patriots. A UNC frontliner said last

month if PDP won, and it was needed to help
form the government, then talks would occur
post-election.
Meanwhile, last Saturday the PNM’s 41 campaign managers, information technology coordinators for the 41 seats, and co-ordinators
appointed for 18 constituencies, held a threehour meeting at the government campus in
Port-of-Spain. The meeting was led by PNM
campaign manager Rohan Sinanan, and other
experts.
The PNM will launch its campaign via virtual platform this Sunday in Rowley’s Diego Martin constituency. Among its themes is a call to
members “Coming Back Home”. Officials said
the PNM’s thrust involves consolidating members’ support, and ensuring an opportunity to
vote apart from seeking other external support.
The spokesman said the launch will be done
within Covid-19 restrictions, which curtail
gatherings to only 25.
“This will be a different type of election,” the
spokesman said.

It happens - PNM candidate’s election hopes flushed
Port-of-Spain – Ancil Antoine performed a
short, rapid burst during his run as PNM candidate for the D’Abadie/O’Meara constituency,
plunging himself into controversy following a
statement he made that the US was racing to
the bottom. His candidacy lasted less than an
hour after he apologised for describing Trinidad and Tobago’s superpower northern neighbour as a “sh**hole country”.
On Sunday Prime Minister Dr Keith Rowley
“fired” Antoine” on Facebook, saying the PNM
leadership had flushed him from its list of candidates.
“This candidate’s removal is a direct consequence of insensitive and objectionable statements made by him at a campaign launch
recently, [and] such statements are not representative of our party or country’s position,”
Rowley said.
Antione made the comment last Saturday
night at his campaign launch for the constituency. In a video recording of his speech, Antoine said Trinidad and Tobago had been hit
by low energy prices, and Covid-19, which saw
everything closing down.
He added: “But we are recovering from it
due to the excellent leadership of Keith Rowley
and his government. …I commended him after
Parliament, when we had a soirée in his office,
on his excellent work. And he said part of why
it turned out so is because he is a volcanologist.
Because he virtually is a scientist he has respect
for scientists. So when the doctors and so forth
said, ‘Follow that’, he did.”
Antoine continued: “It is a great contrast to
[US] President [Donald] Trump, who has gone
against his scientists and his experts, and now
America is a sh**hole country. Sorry to say
that. And we will have to make sure that we

Ancil Antoine
don’t allow Americans to come in to Trinidad.
You know all them Trinidadians who run into
America, and they have to send back their barrel, and so forth. Make sure that you tell them
stay out of Trinidad for the rest of the year. All
of your family and them.”
Following his political wipeout, Antoine told
the media he was comparing the response of
Trinidad and Tobago and the US to Covid-19,
the results of his country’s lockdown with the
US, and the discipline of nationals to the US
coronavirus response.
Said Antoine: “And I went on to compare
the leadership of Keith Christopher Rowley
and President Trump in this whole Covid-19
pandemic. And out of this, I said that Trump
mentioned ‘sh**hole countries’. I apologise for
using the term to show that Trinidad and Tobago is positive in its response to Covid-19. I
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was just using a Donald Trump terminology.
Call it a ‘Trumpism’.”
Trump reportedly described immigrants
from Haiti and Africa using the pejorative with
lawmakers at the Oval Office in January, 2018.
Antoine explained he was pointing to the
irony between what Trump said then, with
where the US is now positioned due to its
struggle with the coronavirus. He noted while
Rowley listened to the scientists and instituted
a lockdown, Trump did not, called for the US
economy to be opened up, and is now seeing
escalating, national numbers of infections.
Additionally, Antoine said he was noting
Trinidad and Tobago had to be careful for the
rest of this year with Americans visiting during
the pandemic.
“The country is on lockdown. If we allow
people to come in at this time they will bring
Covid-19 into Trinidad and Tobago,” he said.
It happens the government of Trinidad and
Tobago has been wary of anti-American sentiments emerging out of Port-of-Spain, having
recently come under US scrutiny for its toofriendly relationship with Venezuela.
The scrutiny came about following a visit
to Port-of-Spain by Venezuela’s Vice-President
Delcy Rodriguez, and other major oil officials,
on March 27 this year.
The US has sanctions on Rodriguez, and
on the aircraft she used to fly to Port-of-Spain.
Coincidentally, following her visit, the government of Trinidad and Tobago sold gasoline to
Aruba, which is alleged to have then been redirected to Venezuela.
According to a statement made by the US
State Department, it believes Trinidad and
Tobago flouted the Rio Treaty and its amendments by allowing Rodriguez to land.
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Paradath’s return
still up in the air
Port-of-Spain – UNC incumbent for
Princes Town Barry Padarath is expected
at Piarco today, having completed and
filed the final documents required to return to Trinidad and Tobago.
He traveled to Florida in March to visit
his young daughter. Shortly after his arrival, the international airport in Trinidad
went into lockdown down due to the Covid-19 outbreak.
He has remaind in Florida since, and
was granted an exemption by Trinidad
and Tobago’s national security ministry to
return on June 16.
However, there are no commercial
flights from Florida to Trinidad and Tobago.
Last week Paradath said he had secured
a seat on a chartered flight that is returning with 12 other nationals.
Meanwhile, he was screened virtually
for the Princes Town seat. The UNC has
been naming successful candidates, but
with the declaration of national elections
by Prime Minister Dr Keith Rowley for
August 10, party insiders said the pace was
“ramped up significantly”.
Paradath said last week he had been
advised by Opposition Leader Kamla
Persad-Bissessar all the candidates will be
named this week.
“As far as I am aware there has been no
formal announcement for Princes Town,”
he said.
Padarath said he was not surprised by
Rowley’s announcement of the elections’
date.
Said Paradath: “It was not a surprise because the election is due. One would have
thought though there would have been
more answers forthcoming. [Such as] the
level of preparedness for this election [due
to] Covid-19. Or, in terms of the borders
being re-opened. Also, what would be the
position of citizens who are outside of the
country wishing to participate as a candidate, or an elector?”
Paradath also wondered about the logistics needed for elections taking place,
given the physical restrictions due to the
coronavirus.
If, indeed, Padarath arrives today, then
he would have to quarantine for 14 days
as part of the government’s requirements
for returning nationals. Nomination day is
July 17, which means he would not be able
to physically file his papers.
Said Paradath: “There is a provision
where every prospective candidate is allowed to appoint an election agent. Therefore, as far as I am aware, it is something
that I’ve been doing some research into –
there is a provision for an election agent
to perform the necessary document filing
and so on.”
Padarath said that even if he were in the
country, and in quarantine, then once selected, he would have a representative file
his nomination papers.
He said even if he is not selected, he
would remain committed to the success of
the UNC.
“No one is bigger than the party. I’ve
seen in the past where someone doesn’t
get a seat, and they defect and criticise the
party leadership. I have no intention of
doing that. My loyalty is to the party, and
Persad-Bissessar,” he said.
Padarath recalled that in the 2015 election, he was the last candidate to be selected, and only had 15 days to campaign.
“I’m not new to the pace,” he said.
Padarath indicated during is stay in the
US, he continued to monitor the growing
coronavirus infection numbers in Florida,
and remained indoors most of the time.

TRINIDAD & TOBAGO

Nationals sheltering abroad not allowed back for elections 2020
Port-of-Spain – Trinidad and Tobago’s borders will not be reopened to allow nationals
sheltering in place outside the country to return home for the August 10 general elections.
The declaration was made last week by
Prime Minister, Dr Keith Rowley. The borders
have been closed since March due to the Covid-19 outbreak.
Said Rowley: “[The] borders are influenced
by our health conditions, and as we go towards
the future the borders are closed, and we would
have brought in as many as we can, and we continue until it is opened, but it is not a condition
for having an election.”
He said he was also confident the PNM will
win the election, despite the short time to election day to mobilise supporters. Also, he did
not think the recent protests in Port-of-Spain
would impact on the PNM’s chances at the
polls.
“There is a time and place for everything,
and I hope we would take serious things seriously. The protests were sporadic. We have
gone past that now, and we are on to something
else now. Elections are important, and I trust
the population will treat elections seriously,” he

‘Bye-bye Columbus’:
former PoS mayor
Port-of-Spain – The statue of Christopher
Columbus statue should be removed from the
capital city, former Port-of-Spain mayor Louis
Lee Sing said last week.
Lee Sing was following up on local calls by
the Movement for Social Justice, indigenous
peoples the Warao nation, and a petition with
thousands of signatures organised by the Cross
Rhodes Freedom Project. The call is for the
statue’s removal from Columbus Square in
Port-of-Spain. The
petition was also
laid in Parliament
last Wednesday.
Lee Sing said
Port-of-Spain
mayor Joel Martinez, who was
not “steeped and
grounded in the
history of the country”, was asked to
preside over the
matter, and he
rightfully recused
Louis Lee Sing
himself.
However, Lee Sing added: “But you can’t recuse yourself when you lead on a fundamental
matter. The facts are there. Would the statue be
better served in the Moruga Museum (as had
been suggested)? And I think it would. But I
don’t think in the now, particularly when the
whole world is saying, ‘No, no, no Columbus,
bye-bye Columbus’, we should be encouraging
and having a long, drawn-out debate on whether Columbus should remain in Port-of-Spain.”
He concluded: “I think Columbus should
leave Port-of-Spain and go somewhere, and I
think the time has come for us to say so with
one voice.”
Lee Sing recalled as mayor he spoke with a
“well-known emancipator”, and told her followed emancipation, many of the ex-slave
settled in East Port-of-Spain.
He recalled, “And I said: ‘Why is every street
sign in East Port-of-Spain named for some
European or other, and not for Africans that
would have contributed?’”
Lee Sing said he asked “the emancipator” to
do research and bring a package to begin the
process to rename the street names, but it never
happened.
“Were it left to me, I would rename Piccadilly Street Makandal Daaga Street [after late
political activist and former revolutionary]. I
would rename Besson Street Khafra Kambon
street [after the former Emancipation Support
Committee chairman]. And the list goes on,”
he said.

said.
Meanwhile,
UNC leader Kamla Persad-Bissessar said she was
excited at the August 10 elections’
date.
“[For] every
election, in law
you are given five
weeks, but we
knew it was coming. It was just
Persad-Bissessar
the date: when.
Whether it was August 10, 17, or 24. I predicted, in our strategy meetings, it would be some
time in August,” she said.
Additionally, “I think the country is waiting
to exhale. We’ve had five years of brutality. Five
years of neglect. Five years of suffering.”
She was also confident the UNC will succeed at the polls, saying her team will be ready.
She also denied suggestions the campaign will
be a short one, saying the 2010 campaign was
shorter.
She said her first concern was that the Elections and Boundaries Commission had not
shared their new guidelines with her party.
Asked if she still had concerns about the

Keith Rowley

date, given that
thousands of nationals are abroad
with the borders
remaining closed,
she said she was
concerned.
“There
are
thousands
of
people out there
who may be disenfranchised if
they are not allowed to enter
the country,” she

lamented.
However, she expressed confidence the borders would be opened up in mid-July given
what other Caribbean islands have done in
opening up.
Persad-Bissessar said an August date was
likely to facilitate Parliament’s debate on the
budget in September.
“So I’m excited, but not anxious,” she said.
Persad-Bissessar also indicated the UNC
was working within the restrictions imposed
by Covid-19.
“We have already started campaigning using
the virtual forum. We may have to continue doing that. But I suspect at some point during the

month of July, there will be more opening up to
come. I think even the borders may be open up
sometime in July,” she said.
She added: “My concern is the [Elections
and Boundaries Commission]. What will be
their new normal? What are the restrictions?
What are the guidelines for actual election day,
not just campaigning?”
Persad-Bissessar also noted virtual campaigning was cheaper than live campaigning.
“I think this election will be won one-to-one
on the ground, which is what we’ve been doing
in the marginals. Our marginal candidates have
been there quite a while now. They’ve been out
there in the field and that’s how this campaign
has run. You will see in the local government
election. That was the kind of campaign we ran,
not [via the airwaves], as we didn’t have that
kind of money,” she said.
She added: “So that air campaign doesn’t
win. What wins is that human touch. [Being]
on the ground, meeting, and speaking with
electors.”
Persad-Bissessar said the stranding of nationals outside Trinidad and Tobago was a reason to vote against the government.
“There are many thousands of people... who
will be disenfranchised if they aren’t allowed
to enter Trinidad and Tobago,” she said, while
noting Barbados will soon open its borders.

Experts: Rowley’s call to polls not a snap election
Port-of-Spain – The call to polls last week
by Prime Minister Dr Keith Rowley was not
a snap election, political analyst Dr Winford
James, North American Caribbean Teachers
Association pollster Dr Vishnu Bisram, and
former government minister Mariano Browne
said last week.
Recalling
the
PNM lost in 1995
and 2010 when
then Prime Minister Patrick Manning called early
elections,
James
said this was not
the case now with
Rowley. With all
of its 41 candidates
chosen and its election machinery in
Mariano Browne
full gear for weeks,
James said August 10 was “a sensible date” to
hold the election.
“The date allows the Prime Minister to take
advantage of his proper handling of covid19,”
he said.
James said the PNM has been praised from
many quarters for the steps it has taken to protect the population from the coronavirus pandemic.
He also said August 10 date did not the UNC
at a disadvantage with its candidate selection.
James said a month was sufficient time for it
to choose candidates for the remaining seats it
will contest.
However, he did indicate Princes Town MP
Barry Padarath, now in Florida, may pose a
challenge for the UNC if he cannot return before nomination day on July 17.
James also believed the Elections and
Boundaries Commission will be well-prepared
to conduct the election against the background
of public health regulations to prevent the
spread of Covid-19.
Recalling that legal precedent was set after
the September 7, 2015 general election regarding voting times, James said there is time for
the EBC to work out the election logistics with
stakeholders.
Bisram said the PNM has scored “very, very
positive ratings” for its handling of Covid-19.
He also said given the protests that happened
earlier in the week, Rowley may have thought
“it is better to go now”. He also recalled Manning called the 2010 election two and a half
years ahead of time, and lost.
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Bisram said August 10 is not a snap election.
“This is political strategy. Not a knee-jerk
reaction,” he said.
He estimated the PNM and UNC have 17
and 15 safe seats respectively, adding the smaller parties could prove to be spoilers in marginal
seats, pulling more UNC than PNM votes.
Browne also agreed, saying election call
was no snap poll. He said the elections has
been timed with no good news to report in the
economy. Neither the PNM nor the UNC has
proven they could manage the economy better,
he said.
Meanwhile, James said the recent social unrest in Port-of-Spain is not be enough to unseat
the PNM.

James said although the PNM was “most
definitely” losing some of the political goodwill
it had built up by its handling of the Covid-19
virus, he did not think the protests had anything to do with Rowley’s decision to call an
election on August 10.
“Better now than later. The unrest will hardly
dent support for the PM and the PNM,” James
said.
However, James said he believed the PNM’s
handling of the coronavirus “still resonates well
with the citizenry”.
He did pinpoint what he felt may be one of
the reasons for the sudden election call.
“The economy will likely worsen later in the
year,” James said.

Pt Lisas ammonia plants shutters
Port-of-Spain – The slump in internation- Yara Trinidad, the smallest of its three plants in
al ammonia continues to affect the sector in Pt Lisas. The other two are Tringen I and TrinTrinidad and Tobago, with another plant at the gen II, which Yara jointly owns with National
Point Lisas Industrial Estate indicating it will Enterprises Ltd, Trinidad and Tobago’s investbe shuttered in July.
ment holdings company.
The Tringen I plant ceased producing amOn November 13, 2019 Yara had announced
monia yesterday, the stoppage “due to current a fall in profits and failed negotiations on gas
market conditions”, Trinsupplies with the National
gen’s parent company Yara
Gas Co as keys reasons for
International said last Frithe closure of Yara Trinidad.
day.
At the time, the company
The company said while
and the Oilfield Workers
the plant is down, planned
Trade Union were in discusmaintenance will be done
sion on separation packages
by employees. This is the
for affected workers.
second plant in Trinidad to
In response then, the
be closed by the Norwegian
NGC assured it would maingroup.
tain gas supplies to custom“The Covid-19 global
ers. NGC had said the Yara
crisis has put ammonia
plant contributed five permarkets under significant
cent of ammonia production
pressure due to a reduction
with an annual output of
in industrial ammonia de270,000 tonnes.
mand. The competitiveness
NGC said it also felt the
of ammonia produced by
effects
of the volatile local
Ammonia plant at Pt Lisas
Tringen has also been imand global energy industries.
pacted due to a fall in natural gas prices paid by
Just last month, another ammonia producer,
competing ammonia producers in major mar- Nutrien shuttered its plant, which it said would
kets,” Yara said.
remain down amid the price slump.
Tringen I has a production capacity of an esThe plant was initially shut down on June
timated 500,000 tonnes per year.
12 for maintenance work., However, following
“The plant will resume operations at the ear- completion, it remained closed for another 14
liest possible time when market conditions are days.
supportive,” he said. There was no indication by
Nutrien Trinidad said then it was monitorthe company on the fate of its third ammonia ing the global market price of ammonia to deplant Tringen II.
termine its next move. In May, PCS 02 was also
On December 31 last year, Yara shut down shuttered due to economic challenges.
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The Golden Years of Indian Cinema
Maestro, pioneer, patriot - Pannalal Ghosh uplifted with pure flute music

T

he great maestro and pioneer of Hindustani classical
flute music, late Pt Pannalal Ghosh was born on July
24, 1911, at Barisal, now Bangladesh. His real name was
Amal Jyoti Ghosh. He was brought up in a family of musicians – grandfather, Har Kumar Ghosh; father, Akshay Kumar
Ghosh; and maternal uncle, Bhavaranjan, were proficient
musicians. Mother, Sukumari (from the Majumdar family of
Dhaka), was an adorable singer. Young Pannalal was highly
receptive and absorbed good music from various sources.
Bengal was a prominent centre of intellectual, cultural, and
revolutionary unrest, often at the forefront opposing the British
rule. The Bengali Bhadralok, the cultured elite, had a modern
outlook that worked towards the eradication of outdated social
practices, appealed for democratic reform, and tried to define
an Indian national identity.
Pannalal Ghosh was overpowered by the prevailing nationalistic sentiments in his hometown Barisal. He was influenced
by the intelligentsia and the renaissance reformers, writers,
and thinkers - Gurudev Rabindranath Tagore, Girija Shankar
Chakravarty, and Kazi Nazrul Islam, among others.
The true nationalist that he was, Pannalal Ghosh got entangled in the freedom struggle and had to flee to Kolkata. He
was a trained boxer and wrestler in Barisal, and he took up a
job of an instructor. His childhood friend and brother-in-law,
Anil Biswas, also came to Kolkata due to his political leanings.
In the early 1930s, Anil Biswas was working for the Hindustan
Recording Company as a singer and composer. Pannalal gladly
played the Bansuri (Indian flute) for several recordings, and
their recording Amar Kare Akul Sur became very popular. He
also obtained a contract from Ratneshwar Mukhopadhyay,
his neighbour and a famous Kirtan singer, for an hour-anda-half slot on the radio. He was noticed by well-known music
directors such as Kamal Das Gupta, Ranjit Ray, Biren Das, Asit
Baran, S.D. Burman, Subal Das Gupta, and Himanshu Datta.
Thus, Pannababuji was exposed to the two most important
media at that time - records (discs), and radio. Due to his
association with Kazi Nazrul Islam, (the rebel poet), he got bigger contracts from HMV and Columbia, the major recording
companies at that time.
Impressed by his flute recitals, Kazi Nazrul Islam, who had
penned the lyrics for the film Pataalpuri (1935) directed by
Priyanath Ganguly, invited Pannalal to assist him in composing the music. This marked the debut of Pannalal Ghosh in the
film world. His next breakthrough was when he was enlisted
in the New Theatres Studio as a member of their orchestra by
Raichand Boral, popularly known as R.C. Boral. Pannababuji
refined himself as a flautist, and also learnt Hindustani classical music systematically under Khushi Muhammed Khan, a
respected harmonium player from Punjab at the New Theatres.
Pannababu was drawing a monthly salary of Rs. 45/- which was
raised to Rs. 100/- in the following month as he had earned a
strong reputation in New Theatres. Pannababuji contributed to
every film produced by New Theatres during the period 19341940.
Pannalal Ghosh contributed to the introduction of playback
recording and singing in Indian Cinema, which is credited
to R.C. Boral for the bilingual film Bhagyachakra (Bengali) /
Dhoop Chhaon (Hindi, 1935). This innovation was achieved by
sound engineer, Mukul Bose.
R.C. Boral used to conduct many radio programmes on
Kolkata Radio Centre, like Mahalaya, Shivratri, Shriradha,
Pratham Divas, and Jhulan, which featured Pannababuji. He
was also invited as a solo artiste, which was a great honour at
that time.
Pannalal Ghosh had become a national figure due to the media of records, radio, and films in Kolkata. He shifted to Mumbai in 1940, and his first film as an independent music director
was Snehbandhan / Intezar (1940) of the Great India Pictures
directed by J.P. Advani. ‘Aabroo Ke Kamaanon Mein’ and ‘Sneh
Bandhan Mein Bandhe Hue’ rendered by Khan Mastan and
Bibbo were hit songs scored by Pannalal Ghosh.
His next venture was when he scored music for the Bombay
Talkies film Anjaan, directed by Amiya Chakraborty in 1941.
The music of the film became very popular. The songs ‘Mere
Jeevan Ke Path Par Kaun’, ‘Ayee Paschim Ki Ghata’, and ‘Pyare
Pyare Sapne Hamare’ rendered by the singing stars Ashok Kumar and Devika Rani are remembered even today.
His songs of another Bombay Talkies film Basant (1942)
were raging hits - ‘Ummeed Unse Kya Thi’ rendered by Parul
Ghosh, ‘Tumko Mubarak Ho Oonche Mahal’, ‘Mere Chhotese
Man Mein Chotisi Duniya Re’, picturised on Baby Madhubala,
‘Hua Kya Kasoor Ho Humse Ho Door’, ‘Kaata Lago Re Sajanva’
amongst many others are remembered for the interludes of
Bansuri, Violin, Tabla and Ghungroo. Pannababuji had become
adept in the art of orchestration under the guidance of his mentor R.C. Boral at the New Theatres. This experience helped him
immensely when he moved to Mumbai.
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Pt Pannalal Ghosh
Painting below by
Shantaram R. Badakere

P

annalal Ghosh was a great innovator. He was
the first to transform a tiny folk instrument to
a novel bamboo flute (32 inches long with 7
holes) suitable for playing traditional Indian classical
music, and also to uplift its stature, bringing it at par
with other classical music instruments. He is also accredited with the creation of a special bass flute, and
introduction of the 6-stringed Tanpura, high-pitched
Tanpuri and Surpeti into Hindustani music. His innovations are of great significance because there have
been rare examples in the world’s modern history
of music when a musical instrument was created, as
well as popularly accepted along with traditionally
established instruments.
Besides, he also mastered the technique of presenting heavy melodies, balancing both beauty and grammar. These raagas are now the specialty of the flautists
of his gharana (tradition). Pannababuji regularly and
gracefully played the Siddha Raagas such as Abhogi,
Adana, Bageshree, Bahar, Basant, Bhairavi, Bhimpalasi, Bhairav, Bhoop, Bhopal Todi, Bihag, Chandramouli, Darbari, Des, Desee, Deskaar, Gaud-Sarang,
Jaunpuri, Kafi, Kedar, Khamaj, Lalit, Malkauns,
Marwa, Piloo, Miyan-Malhar, Pahadi, Puriya, PuriyaDhanashree, Puriya-Kalyan, Sarang, Shankara, Shree,
Shudh-Basant, Shudha-Bhairavi, Sindhura, Tilang,
Todi, Yaman, and many more.
He was also open to accepting new ideas. This
culminated in creating and/or popularising several
Carnatic / new / uncommon / mixed raagas such as
Andolika, Chandramouli, Deepawali, Jayant, Kumari,
Noopur-Dhwani, Panchavati (a Raaga-Mala), RatnaPushpika, Shuklapalaasi, Pushpachandrika (created
by Shri. Himanshu Dutta, Kolkata), Basant-Mukhari,
Shankara-Bhariyar, Miyan-Ki-Sarang, Hansa-Narayani, Hansa-Dhwani, Malay-Marutham, ShivendraMadhyam, and so on.
He was a well-built, intelligent, creative, sensuous,
disciplined, and a thoroughly truthful artiste, and it
is because of these qualities that he could gather the
strength and determination for novel experimentations.

Most of the songs scored by Pannalal Ghosh were rendered
by Parul Ghosh, his wife (sister of Anil Biswas, another stalwart
of Indian film music).
In the film Bhalai (1943) directed by Nazir, there were eight
songs, out of which six were rendered by Sitara Devi.
In another film Duhai, also made in 1943 directed by V. M.
Vyas, he teamed up with Rafique Ghaznavi and Shanti Kumar
and most of the songs were rendered by Shanta Apte, the lead
cast of the film.
Pannalal Ghosh composed music for a number of films.
‘Beet Gaya Pathjhad Phir Guiyani’ and ‘Chala Chal Musafir
Yeh Jag Hai Sarai’ rendered by Parul Ghosh are his memorable
compositions in the film Sawaal (1943), directed by Niranjan
for Geetanjali Movietone.

Police (1944) directed by Shanti Kumar for Prakash Pictures
had 13 songs scored by Pannalal Ghosh. Some of the hits are,
‘Mere Saiyan Sipahsala’, ‘Bilayan Se Dar Laage’ rendered by Parul
Ghosh and Amirbai and ‘Aata Hai Kaun Chhup Chhupke Mere
Khwab Mein’ rendered by Parul Ghosh and Prem Adib.
He also gave music to Beesvi Sadi, a Bhavnani Productions
film in 1945, directed by M. Bhavnani. Memorable songs include ‘Kook Re Tu Pran Papeehe’ and ‘O Nirmohi Maang Rahi
Hai Tujhse Apna Pyar Mein’, both rendered by Parul Ghosh.
The true patriot that he was, Pannalal Ghosh gave stirring
compositions and flute playback for the memorable film Andolan (1951). This film starred Shivraj, Kishore Kumar, Manju,
Pushpa, Sushma, Parsuram, and Tiwari and was directed by
Phani Majumdar for Motwane Ltd.
The film, made at Bombay Talkies, was produced by the
distributors of the Chicago Radio PA systems. Kishore Kumar
plays the role of the militant hero of this quasi-documentary.
It is a stridently nationalistic story of India’s freedom struggle,
presented through the expressions of a Bengali family from
1885 (when the Indian National Congress was established)
to 1947. It has the actual footage of India’s freedom struggle.
Speeches and talks of national leaders, Mahatma Gandhi, Jawaharlal Nehru, and many others, are included in the narrative of
this film.
Important events incorporated into the plot were Mahatma
Gandhi’s Satyagrah (1920), the Simon Commission (1928), Sardar
Vallabhbhai Patel’s Bardoli Satyagrah (1928) and the 1942 Quit
India agitation. Old documentary footage purchased from Kohinoor and Krishna Films, as well as a shot of Gurudev Rabindranath Tagore singing Jana Gana Mana are included. The song
‘Vande Mataram’, rendered by Parul Ghosh, Sudha, and Manna
Dey, is based on Raaga Miyan Malhar. ‘Prabhu Charanon Main
Aaya Pujari’ in Raaga ‘Shree’ and ‘Radha Ne Kiya’, both rendered
by Parul Ghosh, are appreciated by music lovers. ‘Subah Ki Pahili
Kiran Tak Zindagi Mushkil Mein Hai’ rendered by Kishore
Kumar, Manna Dey, and others, is a unique experimentation in
Bhor music.
Pannalal Ghosh films as an Independent Music Director:
Sneh Bandhan (1940), Great India Pictures
Anjan (1941), Bombay Talkies
Basant (1942), Bombay Talkies (Anil Biswas composed the
music and Pannababuji looked after the orchestration)
Bhalai (1943), Silver Films
Duhai (1943), Sunrise Pictures (with Rafique Ghaznavi and
Shanti Kumar)
Sawaal (1943), Geetanjali Pictures
Police (1944), Prakash Pictures
Beesvi Sadi (1945), Bhavnani Productions
Aadhar (1945), Gita Productions (Pannalal is credited with the
film direction; music direction is by S.N. Tripathi)
Andolan (1951), Motwane Ltd.
Pannalal Ghosh's Flute Playbacks:
Meera (1947): M. S. Subbulakshmi had gained recognition in
the 1930s in Kolkata where her recordings would gather distinguished personalities like K. L. Saigal, Pahadi Sanyal, Kanan Devi
and Pannalal Ghosh amongst many others. Little did he know
that he was destined to play Krishna’s flute later for her famous
film Meera. Interestingly, the music for the Hindi version was inspired by the famous musician and intellectual of the time, Dilip
Kumar Roy. In this film, Subbulakshmi of the South was introduced to the North Indian audience by the great leader Sarojini
Naidu. The Tamil version of this film was made in 1945 by Ellis
Duncan, and the music was scored by S. V. Venkataraman.
Nandkishore (1951): The music for this film was composed
by Snehal Bhatkar and the flute playback was by the maestro
Pannalal Ghosh. All the songs including ‘Naino Main Barsaat’
and ‘Radha Ke Man Ki Muraliya Pukare’ became very popular.
The stories of Lord Krishna get a divine dimension due to the
unique and unparalleled flute playing style of the great master.
The film was directed by Vasant Joglekar, and the film was
made in Marathi and Hindi.
Basant Bahar (1956): The film was directed by Raja Nawathe
and the music was scored by Shankar-Jaikishen. Pannababuji's
flute playback is mesmerising in this musical hit. He is at his
best in the compositions ‘Nain Mile Chain Kahan’ rendered
by Lata Mangeshkar and Manna Dey, and ‘Main Piya Teri Tu
Mane Ya Na Mane’, rendered by Lata Mangeshkar.
Mughal-e-Azam (1960): In this film directed by K. Asif, the
famous music director Naushad engaged Pannababuji for the
flute playback of the Krishna Bhajan ‘Mohe Panghat Pe Nandalal Chhed Gayo Re’ picturised on Madhubala.
However, Pannababuji’s saintly personality made him more
at home in the world of classical music rather than film music.
He became the chief conductor and composer of the National
Orchestra and shifted to New Delhi in 1956. He breathed his
last at Delhi on April 20, 1960, at the young age of 48 years.
His pure music lives on in the hearts of his admirers.
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278 Eddystone Avenue
North York
(South of Finch off Jane St)

647

Now
Open

344.7700

SpecialS:

BUY

5 DOUBLES 5 FREE
& GET

DHALPURI/
&
BUY 5 PARATHA GET 5 FREE
BUY 5 ALOO PIES 5 FREE
& GET
everyday SpecialS:
Veggie Roti Only $
Chicken Roti

6.99
99
$6.
99
$6.
99
$6.
$

Jerk Chicken with Rice & Peas
Bone Chicken with Roti or Rice
Shrimp Roti Only

Opening
Hours:

4.99

Dhal, Rice & Smoked Herring
Callaloo, Rice & Stew Chicken
Pachowni with Rice & Dhal
Stew Chicken with Rice & Dhal

Wednesday to Saturday
Sunday
Monday & Tuesday

9 am to 7 pm
9 am to 4 pm
Closed

We do small & large catering. Uber Eats Delivery.
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Cameron fails to score support for ICC bid

N

“On what basis is do you get that [revenue sharing]? It’s been
ot getting the required support from his home board
a very ad hoc approach in the past, as opposed to looking at the
could be a blessing in disguise, Dave Cameron, former
needs and development by determining projects in different
Cricket West Indies president said last week. It means
geographies that need funding. For instance, if we fund cricket
he can now present his case in an independent manner as he
in USA or Canada, it will help them to promote cricket. I think
enters the contest for the ICC Chairman post.
world cricket needs a change from the current direction.”
Cameron entered the race to take over as the next chairman
With the ICC’s Shashank Manohar endafter he was backed by The United States
ing his stint, Colin Graves, who has already
Cricket Hall of Fame. According to the ICC
announced that his tenure as ECB chairman
constitution, one of the current directors in
will end on August 3, is among the frontthe board, or a former director (who has not
runners for the seat. There is another suitor
occupied the position for six or more years),
vying to be ICC chairman: Chris Nenzani,
qualifies to contest for the position of the
the Cricket South Africa president, politely
chairman, if proposed by any of the Member
cited ICC protocols, and those of his own
Nations.
board while sidestepping Graeme Smith’s
Nominees with two or more votes are elirecommendation.
gible to contest the election – one to propose,
Cameron has been facing an unplayable
and another to second. However, it appears
focused line and length from the CWI, with
Cameron does not have the edge, with no
its director, Azim Bassarath, indicating last
support coming from his home board.
week he will not offer support. Bassarath said
Last year, Ricky Skerritt, now current preshe did not expect the Trinidad and Tobago
ident, ended Cameron’s six-year reign at the
Cricket Board he leads to lend support.
helm of affairs of Cricket West Indies with an
In fact, Bassarath suggested Cameron’s
8-4 margin in an election conducted through
ICC bid was laughable.
a secret ballot. Skerritt , has been critical of
Dave Cameron
“I don't know how to react to this, but the
the way Cameron handled the administration
fact that Cameron is seeking nomination for ICC chairman. I
during his knock at the wicket.
don’t think anybody in the Caribbean will take that serious,” he
Said Cameron to Cricbuzz last week on CWI’s lack of enthusaid last week.
siasm: “Well, at this point in time, I’m not getting any support
Bassarath expressed surprise at the efforts of the former
from home, but that is not a bad thing, as everybody in the
CWI boss, who found himself at the centre of controversy at
room will know that I’m independent and am looking at world
several points during his two terms at the helm of the cricketcricket rather than coming with my own agenda.”
ing organisation.
He added, “It was the US cricket Hall of
Late last month, Cameron in his native
Fame that called me and said that ‘The USA
Jamaica said he would be asking for CWI’s
is a massive market that needs to be develnomination, and said he is seeking the supoped’. I have done a lot of work with the USA
port of at least two full members of the ICC
cricket board, and they are trying to play
in his bid to succeed Manohar.
cricket in the US. They [USA Cricket] felt
Later, CWI vice-president Dr Kishore
that it was the right time. Also, with the next
Shallow made it clear Cameron would not be
cycle of ICC rights coming from 2023-2031,
getting his support.
this is the best time if you are going to have
However, two days later Barbados Cricket
someone with a plan to really look at world
Association president Conde Riley urged
cricket.”
CWI to support Cameron’s effort. He said
Cameron also observed he was not countthe governing body of cricket in the region
ing on the “number of votes” he could get.
needed to support its own.
However, he added he has certain plans in
Bassarath said he was not surprised Riley
place to improve the game if he gets the nod
would be batting for the Jamaican in this
to become the next president.
matter. He was a long-time supporter of
“I’m not counting votes at this point. First,
Cameron, who lost the presidency of what
we have to see how many will get nominated,
Ricky Skerritt
was then the West Indies Cricket Board to
then we can start (talking about) about this
Ricky Skerritt in the March, 2019 elections.
question of vote. I don’t want to get into specifics [about his
“Maybe he will ask Cricket West Indies to support Cameron;
plans to improve the game], but I will look after the sport. I
but I have my views also, that I will not support it, and I don’t
tend to look at the commercial model, financial model, domesthink the Trinidad and Tobago Cricket Board will support
tic cricket, and the entire schedule.”
Cameron, even in his nomination in moving forward,” BasCameron also said that he would try to bring in changes to
sarath said.
the present financial model.

West Indies bowlers face new English batting lineup

W

ith England fielding a mostly inexperienced newlook batting lineup, this will not lure West Indies
into a false sense of security, veteran seamer Kemar
Roach said earlier this week. The three-Test series started today
at the Ageas Bowl.
England’s new-look lineup is a big changeover from the team
that toured the Caribbean before the coronavirus pandemic
curtailed play last year. On the field as part of the 13-mansquad are rookies Dom Sibley, Zak Crawley, and Ollie Pope –
all players with less than 20 Tests among them.
A major disruption in the lineup is England’s captain and
batting leader Joe Root, who is away due to the birth of his
second child. His absence leaves West Indies with just a few
experienced heads to target, which also means more effort is
needed to figure out how the new batsmen will perform under
Test bowling road conditions.
West Indies had resounding success against England’s batsmen last year, Roach said. However, it is critical now with the
changed chemistry in the English team that West Indies bowl
with the same intensity.
Said Roach: “I’ve seen that England have basically changed
their batting lineup. It’s all about assessing each batsman, finding their weaknesses, and obviously exploiting them.”
He added: “Of course I would have loved to have the same
batting lineup, because that’s what we’ve gotten accustomed to
over the last few series... But they are a few changes here, so it’s
about sticking to your game plan, assessing each batsman, and
seeing how well we can come up against them.”
Roach acknowledged there may be a plus with Root’s
absence, noting, “Obviously a Test match without Root – the
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fantastic stats he has – is going to be a bit of an advantage for
us. He is the one that keeps the England batting together, and
he is done fantastically for them for the last couple years.”
Additionally, “So without him, it is a bit of an advantage
for us, but also a bit of a disadvantage because they are some
new guys coming in that we have to work out, and obviously
see what their weaknesses are, and try and to exploit them. It
goes 50-50; but once we get stuck in, and we hit our straps and
obviously put the ball in the right areas, we stand a very good
chance of going out there and performing well.”
Roach performed well with the ball last year, staying at the
head of the pack with a five-wicket haul in the opening Test
at Bridgetown when England were bundled out for 77 in their
first innings. It was the lowest ever Test total at Kensington
Oval, and England’s fourth lowest overall against West Indies.
It was a poor performance that set the tone for the series.
England went on to tumble for 246 in the second innings,
ending up with a heavy innings defeat. The team then failed
to muster 200 in either innings of the second Test at St John’s,
losing by ten wickets.
Roach finished the series with 18 wickets, at just under 14
runs apiece. This time around, in a world where cricket has
been transformed by Covid-19, Roach said he felt he could
once again put England’s batsmen under pressure.
“I’m confident. I’ve been working hard following on from
that series [in the Caribbean], so my body’s in good shape. I’ve
been working hard with my coaches doing a lot of bowling… a
lot of drills. I’m ready and rearing to go, and full of confidence,”
he said.
So far, he has taken 193 wickets from 56 Tests.

Johnny Grave

Grave measures needed
to solve CWI’s $$ woes

P

resident of the Trinidad and Tobago Cricket Board
Azim Bassarath last week expressed confidence in CEO
of Cricket West Indies Johnny Grave, saying he will lead
the regional cricket body out of the current financial crisis. Bassarath is also a director at CWI.
CWI has cut players’ salaries by 50 percent, and has been
forced to take austerity measures to stay afloat through the difficult financial times caused by the pandemic.
Said Bassarath: “When an organisation finds itself in a
financial bind, a lot of focus is on the CEO. We are thankful
that Johnny is in that position at the moment, because he is
well equipped
to deal with
matters like
these. He is
a bright man
and one who
has tremendous connections, and I am
confident that
he together
with president Ricky
Skerritt and
vice-president
Dr Kishore
Shallow will
lead us on to
better days in
terms of our
finances.”
He added:
“One thing I
know about
Azim Bassarath
Johnny is that
he is an excellent negotiator, as is evidenced by his work in
dealing with player-relations earlier in his career. He is never
one to shy away from a challenge, and a challenge is what we
have before us at the moment.”
Before coming into the CEO's position at CWI, Grave left
the Professional Cricketers’ Association in England, where he
was employed as commercial director for the last nine years
between the period 2008 to 2017. He assumed the position of
CEO at CWI in February of 2017 under the presidency of Dave
Cameron.
When Grave took up the position, Cameron said: “Johnny
has a proven track record of success in his career to date, and
a huge amount of relevant experience and will add exceptional
value to the organisation.”
Born in Reigate, England and now living in Antigua, the
43-year-old Grave also worked with Surrey County Cricket
Club. He started at Surrey in 2000 as its commercial assistant.
He then moved on to PR and Sponsorship executive the following year.
His rise at the club was quick as he was appointed Communications Manager the following year. When he left Surrey, he
had risen to the post of Head of Media and Sales, and was responsible for sponsorship and commercial revenues, media and
PR activity, and community programmes based at the Oval.
Grave graduated with a BA (Hons) in Geography and Management Studies from the University of Leeds, before acquiring
an MBA from CASS Business School in 2015.
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Partnership of Ws, yet Weekes stood tall with his own prowess
By Romeo Kaseram
in 1947; that he was a military man meant he
ormer West Indies batsman Sir Everwas now eligible to play cricket for Garrison
ton Weekes fell short of hitting the
Sports Club in the higher standard Barbados
century by a four and a single, passCricket Association, along with Westshire in
ing at 95 years of age on July 1. Not a batsthe Barbados Cricket League. His performancman to loft the ball over the boundary for
es in club cricket led to selection for a 1945
six, Sir Everton died at his home in Christ
trial match and representation on the firstChurch, Barbados, following a long illness,
class side that toured Trinidad and Tobago.
having suffered a heart attack last year.
He made his first-class debut on February 24,
Said former Test opener, Sir Gordon
1945, two days short of his 20th birthday.
Greenidge, and fellow Barbadian, following
Writing on the British Broadcasting Service
his passing: “He always offered great advice
website, Mark Mitchener tells us Sir Everton
on batting. He always told you, ‘If you don’t
appeared in ten first-class games for Barbados
hit the ball in the air, you won’t get caught’.”
before he was called up to the Test level. He
According to B. C. Pires, writing in The
faced England at Kensington Oval, minutes
Guardian, Sir Everton “deliberately avoided
away from his birthplace, a month before his
hitting sixes, deeming them an unjustifiable
23rd birthday in 1948. His first Test century
risk; in his Test career he struck the ball
was made in the final game of the series in
clean over the boundary just twice”.
Jamaica, a knock of 141. As Mitchener notes, it
Sir Gordon added in tribute, “He was
was “the start of an unparalleled purple patch
a genuine man. He had a great sense of
of form”.
humour and was a very jovial person. Sir
Sir Everton toured India later that year,
Lofted shot: Weekes in control at the wicket, his eye on the ball as it speeds away
Everton was a favourite of all West Indians.
hitting consecutive centuries, 128 in Delhi,
We will all miss him. He had a remarkable
194 in Bombay, and 162 and 101 in Calcutta,
cricketing career with some superb performances on the field,
completing a run of five successive Test hundreds, creating his
and was someone we all admired and had great respect for.”
own record for a feat yet to be matched. He almost extended
Sir Everton was the last surviving member of the distinthe run to six centuries; however, in a controversial decision, he
guished Three Ws, the oldest surviving West Indies cricketer,
was adjudged run-out for 90 during the fourth Test in Madras
and third oldest surviving men’s Test player. He was widely rein 1949. As a further sign of his prolificity with the blade, he
vered, and retained an august presence among the international
blew past 1,000 runs in just 12 innings, yet another record.
cricket fraternity up until the time of his death.
As further evidence of his prolific bat, Pires notes Sir EverFormer West Indies captain, Clive Lloyd, told the Caribbean
ton hit three centuries in the first three Tests in New Zealand in
Media Corporation last week what stood out in Sir Everton’s
1955-1956; he made five centuries in his first five first-class inlegacy was his ability to build an innings and work the gaps in
nings, and six centuries out of a total of ten first-class innings.
the field. However, what was also remarkable was the knock Sir
He was not only versatile with the bat, but was also an agile
Everton played beyond the boundary, his affable personality
fielder, taking 49 catches in his 48 Tests. He was among the five
helping to build a revered international status.
players, including Frank Worrell, Sonny Ramadhin, and Alf
Said Lloyd: “He was a great Barbadian and a great West
Valentine, named as 1951 Wisden Cricketers of the Year.
Worrell, Weekes, and Walcott in London
Indian. Someone who was proud to fly the West Indies flag
Cricbuzz gives us a picture of Sir Everton with bat in hand,
wherever he went. He was a pioneer and paved the way for
describing him as “short and stocky”, picking up on the length
persons like myself to come along. We kept in close contact and
early – “his feet, his bat and his body seemed to instinctively
was someone I had the greatest respect for. He was one of those
know where they should be”.
Sir Frank Worrell
great men in West Indies cricket who taught us how to play
Additionally, “By getting into near-perfect position and with
The first Black captain in the history of West Indies
cricket.”
perfect balance, he seemed to have more than a few options to
cricket, he batted right-handed, played 51 Tests for the
Lloyd added, “The Three Ws showed fortitude and were
every delivery that he faced”.
West Indies, and scored 7,141 runs at an average of 49.48.
very professional. They showed the world we could play the
Pires takes up the narrative, noting, “He cut, hooked and
He was named the Wisden Cricketer of the Year in
game. They were winners and were respected all over the world.
drove powerfully off either foot the fastest bowlers of his time.
1951, a year after his double-century of 261 runs against
People always speak with reverence about Sir Everton in India,
His rare defensive stroke was invariably played late, as though
England.
in the Leagues in England, and wherever he went.”
he mentally ran through every possible aggressive shot, looking
He led West Indies to the tour of Australia in 1960-61,
Wikipedia tells us he was born Everton DeCourcy on Februuntil the last moment for a way of attacking the bowling before
and impressed the Australians enough for them to name
ary 26, 1925, in a wooden shack on Pickwick Gap in Westbury,
reluctantly conceding that the particular ball could only be
the trophy after him. Today, the winner of the Test series
Saint Michael, Barbados; it was a slum area as Pires reports, and
played defensively; which defensive stroke he then employed as
between Australia and West Indies is awarded the Frank
abutted the Kensington Oval cricket ground. He was named by
gracefully as he did grudgingly.”
Worrell Trophy. He retired in 1963, and passed away in
his father, who was enamoured with the English football team
Wikipedia notes Sir Everton had “a classic batting style,
1967 from leukaemia.
Everton. While unaware of the source for his middle name, Depossessed a variety of shots on both sides of the wicket, and
Courcy, Sir Everton later said his family probably had a French
is considered one of the hardest hitters in cricket history”. The
Sir Clyde Walcott
connection.
Times describes him as “lightly bow-legged, with a wonderful
At 20 years old, he scored 314 for Barbados, forging an
The Weekes’ family was poor, Wikipedia adds, with the indieye, wrists the envy of any batsman, and feet always in the right
unbroken 574-run stand with Worrell (255*); it was then
gence forcing the young boy’s father to leave Barbados for the
place to play a shot”. Casting about the known world of Empire
a world record for highest first-class partnership.
oilfields in south Trinidad. Gone when he was eight, his father
for a comparative to describe Sir Everton’s emergent, CaribbeWalcott made his debut for the West Indies in 1948
did not return for 11 years. In his father’s absence, the Weekes’
an-grown prowess, Cricbuzz notes cricket pundits in Australia
against England, played in 44 Tests, and scored 3,798
children, Sir Everton, and his sister, were raised by their mother
reckoned his batting style was close to Donald Bradman’s.
runs with an average of 56.68. He retired in 1960, served
Lenore, and an aunt. Wikipedia adds the youthful Sir Everton
While Sir Everton’s hard work and talent for the game stand
as chairman of West Indies selectors from 1973 to 1988,
did not play a long innings at school, attending St Leonard’s
on its own, it is difficult to detach him from the partnership
and managed the World Cup-winning teams in 1975 and
Boys’ School, and later bragging he never passed an exam,
of the Three Ws, namely, Weekes, Worrell, and Clyde Walcott.
1979. He passed away in 2006 at the age of 80.
preferring to focus on sport.
As a trio of bats their impact was felt not only on the field, but
Bharat Sundaresan, writing in Cricbuzz last week, recalls an
more importantly, outside the pavilion. As Pires notes, it is
Sir Everton Weekes
earlier interview between the late commentator Tony Cozier
“staggering … that three batsmen so great should have lived
Widely regarded as the best batsman of the Three Ws,
and Sir Everton, where the latter reminisces about his early
at the same time, played for the same team, and be born in the
he made his Test debut in 1948, going on to record five
boyhood love for cricket.
same, tiny place: the island of Barbados”.
successive Test centuries, and 1,000 Test runs in a mere 12
As Sir Everton told Cozier, “I would have been sent on an
He adds: “More than anyone before or after them, other than
innings. He played in 48 Tests for the West Indies, scoring
errand to get rice or sugar or peas, and I would leave home at
Sir Garfield Sobers [and] George Headley… they defined West
4,455 runs, average 58.61. This included 15 centuries and
10 in the morning and be back at 6 [pm], and of course I’d be
Indies cricket. Devastating as their impact on the West Indian
19 half-centuries. He passed away on July 1, 2020.
spanked. But I would go and do it all over again the following
batting order was, it was faint compared with their impact on
day. I don’t think I’ve invested too badly. Cricket was responthe West Indian social order. They wreaked greater havoc on
sible for this. It was one of the ways to keeping out of trouble.”
staid, white-dominated Barbadian and Caribbean society than
man’s job could bring them places on a team representing a
He was consumed by cricket early, and as Wikipedia notes,
on any bowling attack they faced.”
club they could not join”.
as a young boy, helped the groundsmen at Kensington Oval,
Pires notes the Three Ws “made a statement of racial equalAt 13 years old he began playing for Westshire Cricket
and sometimes acted as a substitute fielder. In exchange for the
ity as powerful as it was simple: if you would keep us down,
Club in the Barbados Cricket League. As Wikipedia notes, Sir
assistance, he was allowed free entry to cricket games. Attendyou must first knock over our stumps. Like [George] Headley
Everton “would have preferred to have played for his local
ing the games, as Wikipedia adds, was an opportunity “to watch club, Pickwick, but the club only catered to white players”. He
before them, their ability forced the ruling classes of their time
leading international cricketers at close range”. However, as
to deal with them as equals…”
left school in 1939, a 14-year-old already focused on playing
Pires notes, his early relationship with Kensington at the hierSir Everton played 48 Tests, scored 4,455 runs for an average
cricket.
archical, ground level, along with other poor boys, “allowed net
of 58.61, with 15 centuries, seven of the 100s made against
Wikipedia tells us Sir Everton enlisted in 1943 in the Barbapractice at Kensington, where ability and a nominal groundsIndia at an average of 106.78.
dos Regiment, serving as a Lance-Corporal until his discharge

F

The Three Ws
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GTA LEADERS REALTY INC. BROKERAGE
4300 Steeles Avenue West Suite 26
Vaughan Ontario L4L 4C2

Tel: 416-241-3337
Fax: 416-987-0056
gtaleaders@gmail.com
www.teamgtahomes.com

Abdool Saif Saheed

RESIDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL • INDUSTRIAL • INVESTMENT

HOME IS WHERE YOUR STORY BEGINS

FOR ALL YOUR
INSURANCE NEEDS
• Life • Mortgage
• Disability
• Travel • Visitor
• Critical Illness
• Super Visa
• RESP & RRSP
• Investment
If you fail to
plan, then
you’re planning
to fail.
Abdool Saheed
Financial Advisor
Cell: 416-731-7527

$699,000
Location!
Location!
Location!

$679,900
Beautiful 4 bedroom, semi-backsplit home in
Brampton. Bright home with lots of sunlight,
eat-in-kitchen, hardwood floor thru-out, large paved
driveway, large shed in backyard. New H/E furnace.
Close to all amenities. Move-in ready. Transit and easy
access to Hwy 410.

Freehold townhouse
with 3 bedrooms +
potential for 2 more
bedrooms. Walkout to 2
balconies. Close to all
amenities including
places of worship,
shopping centres, steps
to TTC, seconds from
401, 400 & 07.

LD

I started
looking for my
first home five
years ago. My
husband and I
found GTA
Leaders Realty
where we
worked closely
with Abdool
Saheed. We
were first time
home buyers
and we
wanted to make the right move and invest in our first
home as newlyweds. We started the process and landed
the right home for us in Central Ajax. We couldn't have
been happier.
We are now approaching our fifth wedding anniversary
in May and our perfect home for two is no longer a fit
for three.
We contacted Abdool again to sell our house and help us
to find our new dream home.
It has been nothing but amazing working with a
professional caring individual and his team. He sold our
house and we were able to buy our new dream home.
We got exactly what we wanted and our family couldn't
be happier.

Sales Representative
Cell: 437-235-7599

SO

Sales Representative
Cell: 647-894-0764

Shawn Ambedkar

Starting from
low $300’s

Tel: 647-852-7243
MORTGAGE
1st, 2nd and Reﬁnance
PROPOSAL / BANKRUPTCY
Make One Small Monthly Payment
For all Your Debts
INCOME TAX SERVICES
Personal - Business
Business Registration
HST - Payroll - WSIB

Abdool Saheed
Cell: 416-731-7527

Abdool Saheed ASA, ABR, SRES
Broker of Record

YORKWOODS CONDOS
Jane & Sheppard

Jason Saheed
647-293-8397

www.qtrexinternational.com

Overseas Offices:

SUPER
SPECIAL

ANTIGUA:
Tel #268-462-4958
Contact: Dunica

TO GEORGETOWN,TRINIDAD,
KINGSTON OR MONTEGO BAY

3

DOMINICA
Tel #767-237-3737
Contact: Geoff

BARRELS

BARBADOS
Tel # 246-548-2891
Contact: Anderson/Joel

$100

(Barrels up to 30" tall)

HEAD OFFICE

Our NEW YORK OFFICE
5185 Timberlea Blvd is now opened at:
TEL: 905-290-1946 Queens Logistics Centre
186-10 Jamaica Ave,
TOLL FREE: 1-866-881-5433
NY 11423
Tel: 866-861-5933
Georgetown Office

Member of BBB

* SPECIAL CARGO RATES *
Destination
Antigua
Dominica
Grenada
St Vincent
St Kitts
Barbados
St Lucia

Reg Service
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$120/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel

Express
$130
$130
$130
$130
$150
$130
$130

236-237 David St Kitty,
Tel: 592-227-2969

DOOR TO GATE IN
GUYANA - $120
Areas not covered in Guyana:
Parika Backdam, Linden, Inner
Canje, Black Bush Polder, Beyond
Skeldon, Mara and Cane Grove.

We also deliver empty barrels!

Weʼre the first Canadian Shipper to cross the border.
We guarantee service thatʼs second to none.
Our prices are the best in the business.

Tractors to Guyana
Pick Up Trucks
Full Containers
Barrels

- from US $1000
- from US $1500
- from US $3400
- from US $50

Regular Service: 4-6 weeks delivery • Express Service: 3-4 weeks delivery • We deliver empty barrels/crates in the GTA
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GRENADA
Tel #473-435-1545
Contact: Valda
KINGSTON, JAMAICA
Tel # 876-456-2944
Contact: Kimberly
MONTEGO BAY, JAMAICA
Tel #876-294-1712
#876-347-7939
Contact: Sabrina
ST. KITTS
Tel #869-465-5320
Contact: Janice
ST. LUCIA - CASTRIES
Tel#758-459-0675
Contact: Spence
ST. LUCIA - VIEUX FORT
TEL #758-454-5383
Contact: Vacacie
TRINIDAD
Tel #868-221-3905
Contact: Paul
ST. VINCENT
TEL #784-457-2547

